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WHAT IS EXPONENT I!: 

The purpose of Exponent I/ is to provide a forum for Mormon women to 

share their life experiences in an atmosphere of trust and acceptance. 

This exchange allows us to better understand each other and shape 

the direction of our lives. Our common bond is our connection to The 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and our commitment to 

women. We publish this paper as a living history in celebration of the 

strength and diversity of women. 
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Last month, my oldest son, Asher, was baptized. It was an occasion Asher and | looked forward to; family came from out of town, we invited 

lots of friends. It was a lovely day. 

After the baptism, | thought about the friends who came and those who didn't. It's not that | have hurt feelings towards those who couldn't 

come. Those Saturday baptisms are hard to attend while juggling dance schedules and baseball games. 

| was, above all, touched at who came. Many who came are our friends who question the Church (and live miles from our stake center). 

They knew this day was important to me and my family, and they came to witness this event even as it brought up difficult and tender 

feelings around their own relationships with the Church. 

The majority of my friends who didn’t make it to the baptism were members of my ward. | love these friends. They are the ones | call when 

| need an emergency babysitter or if | want to go for a run after a long day. | thought we were pretty close. 

But, then, | had to pause...maybe we're not that close, and it is my fault we aren't closer. 

| don’t tell my ward friends much of what | think about the Church. | don't often make comments in Sunday School or Relief Society. | worry 

that the ward will consider what | have to say inflammatory or polarizing. | hadn't even told them about how | struggled to teach Asher about 

baptism and confirmation while still being affirming of other religions and choices. 

Many of my ward friends know I'm a feminist, but when they ask me about my “Mormon women’s magazine” (that’s what | call Exponent |/ 

if | worry that someone would be suspicious of a “Mormon feminist magazine”), | respond with short, noncommittal answers because I’m 

desperate to find a new topic of conversation. | don’t tell them much of what | truly care about because | fear their judgment. 

My friends who live far away have come to me through the Internet. | read their blog posts and Facebook updates. I’m not worried about 

telling them what | really think because | know they think the same way. 

In other words, | only let people see the real me when | feel completely safe, which has created a Catch-22 for me. | never tell my ward sisters 

and brothers what | think, which means | never give them the chance to show their love and help me feel comfortable. 

| believe that the reason Exponent || resonates so deeply with many is because it is a safe space. In here, our authors and artists are 

courageous. They dare us to know them by telling us their stories, warts and all. In this issue, we are lucky to have two Awakenings essays 

with authors, Corey Johnson and Jennie Andrews, who do just that. Author Kathy Carlston does this too. As she shares her story of being a 

Columbine High School shooting survivor, we see her spiritual formation during this process and can't help but think about the community 

of Sandy Hook Elementary School. Do we hear this kind of soul-searching in the ward setting? Do we, as a community, allow it and seek to 

engage with someone is brave enough to share their struggles? 

In her piece, “Joy,” Emma Lou Thayne, a longtime Exponent |/ contributor, tells us how she creates that safe space at her cabin each summer 

when she invites her ward’s Relief Society up for a day to have discussions and create meaningful friendships in nature, away from the 

windowless classroom. 

Creating that safe space means we need to talk about ways to bring positive change to the Church. Bob Rees does this in “Small Things: 

Thoughts on Mormon Feminism” as he discusses holy envy and the ways we can use other Christian denominations’ examples to bring the 

women in the scriptures into our LDS meetings. 

And, there is Laura Compton's astute assessment of the Youth Curriculum that the Church rolled out at 

the beginning of this year in her essay, “New Lessons, Old Language” because being close to others also 

means that sometimes we need to critique and examine current practices. 

Is it always safe to be known? No. Natalie Prado and Stefanie Carson Nickolaisen demonstrate this in 

the tongue-in-cheek game, “Pants,” as they ask readers to guess the misogynist reactions to women 

wearing pants in both the 19th and 21st centuries. But, | think that often sharing our honest reactions, 

our deeply-held convictions is worth the risk. 

Though it terrifies me, | need to work harder on letting my ward sisters and brothers see the real me, to 

let them know what | think and to hopefully learn more about the ideas and stories that they hold close 

and haven't shared with me. I’m glad to have the Exponent // writers to model this for me so effectively. | 

Ctyde Curtio 
Exponent |] Co-Editor-in-Chief 

Speaking of creating safe spaces and taking risks, don’t forget that submissions are due for our upcoming Summer 2013 Temple themed 

issue on April 15th. Please visit our website at www.exponentii.org for more information and email your submission to editor@exponentii.org. 
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Ge summer my Relief Society sisters come to our cabin. | 

ove it. About 40 women come to sit by the stream on the 

mountain in the clear air to sing. Two with great talent sit on 

the picnic table and take requests as they play on their guitars. 

We sing hymns, Primary songs, Broadway favorites, old love 

songs, “Home on the Range,” or, my personal favorite, “Danny 

Boy.” Each year | get to suggest a theme— this year’s is “Joy.” 

The whole meeting is very different from being in a windowless 

classroom. We're just together, visiting and breathing in the 

heavenly gifts of green trees and blue sky. | had each sister 

introduce herself using her maiden name and telling where she 

was born and when—if she wished. We became a group, aware 

of each other in new ways. 

Then we went in to the screen porch to feast on a unique lunch 

prepared as only Relief Society friends can. To talk about joy, 

| began by telling of waking that morning to a sort of strange 

remembering. It was the Beehive Creed I'd memorized as an 

11-year-old—74 years ago. 

Bechive Creed 
Have Faith 

Seek Knowledge 

Honor Womanhood 

Understand Beauty 

Safeguard Health 

laste the Sweetness of Service 

Feel Joy 

Simple and straight forward, it seemed unusually appropriate 

in an often complicated world and equally complicated 

statements of belief to memorize. Regarding the last line of the 

creed, what might each of us remember as a great moment of 

joy? Just watching the sisters’ faces as they ruminated on joy 

was joy itself. 

Then | suggested that often our greatest realization of joy 

is ineffable. Some of the women offered a definition: beyond 

expression, indescribable, or unspeakable; not to be uttered— 

the ineffable name of God. For me | understood it well. It is the 

moment before the coming of a poem, seeing a baby born, 
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It is the moment before the coming of a poem, seeing a baby born, watching 

an aspen drop its golden leaves in the wind and smelling the rich odor of 

their mulch, the song of a stream falling into itself, an aria with flute, or the 

flight of a dancer. | By Emma Lou Thayne * Salt Lake City, Utah 

watching an aspen drop its golden leaves in the wind and 

smelling the rich odor of their mulch, the song of a stream 

falling into itself, an aria with flute, or the flight of a dancer. 

It is a wilted plant coming to life with a drink of water, the 

disappearance of a bruise, the crescendo of making love. It 

is eyes holding, accord surrounding a table. It is that region 

between sleeping and waking, the ultimate access to how. It is 

a daughter skiing a flawless slalom, another playing a concerto 

or creating a stained glass window, and one of them doing what 

| can't—or can. It is the arrival of a friend | have just thought 

about or the safe return of a dear one | have just prayed about. 

It was the whispering of my mother on the day she died, her 

talking to someone, not me, as | held her hand and knew she 

was about to join that someone. It was what happened to me 

in my death experience and long return. Ineffable—things we 

know deep inside but can’t find words for. 

To visualize the ineffable, | had only to remember witnessing 

the births of 14 baby boys and five baby girls. Magic! The birth 

of each grandchild was very different from my own deliveries. 

| never saw my five daughters born. With each of them, | was 

alone in the delivery room with a doctor and nurses at the end 

of hours of labor. After holding my hand through those hours, 

Mel was ordered down the hall to a waiting room for fathers as 

| was strapped into stirrups and told to push. Unaware of the 

possible consequences from anesthesia and exhausted by the 

excruciating pains, before the baby came | asked for the gas I'd 

been offered. | was aware of nothing until she and the placenta 

had cleared my birth canal. Not until she was here did | know 

the scalding tears of joy at her becoming. Still at a distance, she 

was held up by the triumphant doctor for me to see but not to 

hold. She came to my arms hours later, cleaned up, dressed in 

a hospital diaper, a hand-covering undershirt, and a gown tied 

below her feet. In ecstasy, | could undo her coverings, count her 

fingers and toes, kiss her all over, and relish her newborn scent, 

thanking everything holy for the billion rightnesses that let her 

yawn and open her eyes, kick, and, yes, cry. | would be in the 

hospital for five long days, and Mel would see her only at an 

antiseptic distance through the glass of the nursery, held.up for 

him by a nurse in a starched white uniform. 



Bringing in another generation, | see it all. For instance, the birth 

of grandson Coulson. Acting as official photographer, in my 

greens, | watch. Our daughter, pushing, obedient, in painless 

response, an epidural injection in her spine like Novocain for a 

worked-on tooth. The doctor deft, all rubber hands and arms. 

The father, who has invited me, watching with me in rapture, 

terror, awe: The coming! The breathless what is “it”? 

Mottled scalp. Bluish head. White face. Turkey neck. Chest 

more narrow than the head. Arms akimbo. Frog belly still 

connected. For the sixth time, from each of three daughters, 

nine months apart, a blazing genital 

boy. Lifeless. Smooth clay lavender 

under cottage cheese netting. 

The cord a milk snake, snapped, 

clamped. Syringe into mouth. All of 

him dangling from the doctor's big 

hands rearranging him. 

Breathe, little boy! Breathe! 

Then the life! His one-inch hands 

with bright pink nails opening. His 

lower lip curling. The tiny tongue 

pushing out. His head back - Waa! 

His chest rising, knees coming up. 

Feet kicking. Arms flailing. A sniff 

of oxygen from a miniature mask. 

Me forgetting to capture what | 

came for. 

No. We all have what | came for: 

The wanted baby. Alive and well. 

No—we have more. The pure gift. 

Life. God’s hand handing, the voice 

saying, “Let there be life.” And, “It 

is very good.” 

Still in my greens, | go to make my 

call. The walls sing, the doors and 

staircases dance. | try to tell on the 

phone what has happened. It comes out, “He's here. Seven-ten. 

He's just fine. So is his mother.” 

But in my car, my compact Fiesta Plum, | turn up E Street to 

high 11th Avenue. | can see the mountains, the valley, the city 

spangling on a hot July night. On my stereo, Anna Moffo sings 

the aria with flute from Luca. “Birds,” | think, “streams and wind 

songs in trees. My whole life.” Not a specific held in my head. 

Only a giant rising and flowing like the tears in that room, that 

delivery room. Delivery? Deliverance? Delivered? | have been 

part of what makes clouds or the smell of rain or the rhythm 

of sleeping and waking up. My skin is the skin of the sky, my 

traveling flight. My arrival is as ongoing as prayer. 

Going home, | will never be the same. | have been home. Where 

else is there to go? Like in my accident, | could move from one 

world to another, aglow with the reality of both. 

It was a joy to talk about joy that summer day in the mountains. 

We read the Beehive Creed again. 

What remarkable verbs the 

unknown writer used—all urging, 

affirmative: Have, Seek, Honor, 

Understand, Safeguard, Taste, 

and finally, FEEL. Maybe the feel 

is the ultimate gift. In the chapel 

| grew up attending, for 25 years 

hung a framed assertion from 

the Book of Mormon: Men (and 

women) are that they might have 

joy. | imbibed that idea. 

Of course, all of those women and 

| have had plenty of non-joyful 

times. But to maintain happiness 

not as a mood but as a mode can 

color our days and nights when 

that maintenance is given to the 

first of the Creed's imperatives: 

Have Faith. These two anchors of 

the Creed allow the pursuit of all 

the others. 

That morning, spent with the 

ward Relief Society that I've been 

part of for more than 55 years, 

JNDIJIIUUOD ‘UBADH May ‘SUIDIIIIAA axO01g Aq ,,ax¥001g anj/g,, was pure joy. | can only compare 

it to times spent with Exponent 

friends at pilgrimages. To have deep women friendships can be 

our saving grace at any time. As the putting out of Exponent 

I| passes to a younger generation, | smile and send love. 

Collaborating on that publication with Laurel Thatcher Ulrich 

for 15 years, her column as “East,” mine as “West,” was a 

learning and joyful experience. | expect yours will continue to 

be the same. 

SPRING 2013 



FOR 
| used to believe, without reservations, that God was there for me, that praying made it so, that trusting 

and hoping could bring all the power of deity to bear for me. | marveled that “He would descend from 

His throne divine to rescue a soul” like me. Until | didn’t anymore. By Jennie Andreas | Salem, Oregon 

tis to believe, without reservations, that God was there for 

me, that praying made it so, that trusting and hoping could 

bring all the power of deity to bear for me. | marveled that “He 

would descend from His throne divine to rescue a soul” like me. 

Until | didn't anymore. 

He'd spoken to me early on about sharing my testimony, 

instructing me in my patriarchal blessing that | was not to keep 

silent about it, as | am naturally inclined. As | graduated high 

schoo!, He'd assured me that Christ had, indeed, paid a price 

for me, whether or not | could grasp the mechanism behind 

the Atonement. | drank deeply of His love and doctrine at BYU, 

learning more of Him in my first year there than in all my teen 

years combined. At the tender age of 18 | was pretty secure in 

my relationship with God. 

He gave me friends to tell me | was beautiful (and mean it). He 

gave me caring teachers and leaders to stimulate my already 

insatiable desire to learn. | felt confident and accomplished. | 

wrapped all of these feelings around me like a warm, comforting 

blanket, protecting me from my innate propensity to depression 

that followed me through life. 

In college, | found a wonderful boy to marry and we started our 

“happily ever after.” Everything was grand for me and my best 

friend, together eternally. Then our first child was born. | was as 

prepared as one can be, but postpartum depression came out 

swinging, reminding me of the sadness I'd dogged as a child, 

the worthlessness of my wretched soul. 

EXPONENT I! 

That beautiful baby didn’t sleep well, and my less-than-stellar 

friend-making skills left me with no girlfriends in our ward of 

mostly established families. They had passed diapers and night 

wakings long before, and moved on to basketball and Eagle 

Scout awards. | prayed every night that my baby would sleep a 

little longer than the night before, begged every day for naptime 

to last more than 45 minutes because | needed more time to 

sleep. | sobbed while my baby squirmed to avoid a new diaper, 

and he laughed. Killing my baby occurred to me more than 

once. | never would have done it, but the thought was there, 

nonetheless. 

In this awful hell, | recognized | needed to totally restructure 

my perception of God's plan and my place in it. During that 

sleepless, hopeless, friendless time, | smiled for my husband, 

for our ward, and even for my baby, but wondered what kind of 

a god would promise relief and comfort and then renege with 

such cruel silence. What kind of monster had | worshipped 

my whole life, which would not even grant me the miracle of 

a baby sleeping through the night? | was only 10 months into 

motherhood. 

Utterly alone, what does one do? | stopped praying unless it 

was in front of someone else. After all, we pray to God, asking, 

petitioning, pleading for mercy, and, if it’s in the cards for us, 

He'll step in and make something nice happen. So, pray on, 

mortals. Good luck. Hope you know the mind of God! My 

heart was broken. | had been left alone in a way that I'd never 

prepared for. 
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In my despair, | found light in a few places: Brene Brown, in her 

TED talk on vulnerability. She researched the “whole-hearted” 

and found that the only difference between someone who 

believes they are worthy of love and someone who doesn't is 

how they view and treat vulnerability towards other people. 

The whole-hearted show vulnerability and receive in return life- 

giving connection and love. | also found light in my husband, 

when | asked him why God wouldn't help me. He had no 

perfectly satisfying answer, but he saw my vulnerability and 

loved me still. 

I know what it’s like to pray every day 

for a miracle, but to not get it, ... 

But I still believe. I believe this Church. 

Most startling of all, | found the last catalyzing bit of light in my 

ward family, after pitifully sharing what shred of a testimony | 

had: “I know what it’s like to pray every day for a miracle, but 

to not get it,” | said. “But | still believe. | believe this Church.” | 

didn’t know for sure that | was speaking the truth; | was calling 

forth the assurances I'd felt before. | knew of the fruits of the 

Saints and the prophets. | remembered sweetness. 

In this fallen state, knowledge is not always truth, and for several 

horrific months, | knew God was not there for me. Until He was. 

| had cried to the ceiling and the couch cushions, night after 

night, day after day, abandoned. My own private misery was 

so poignant that | could not feel anything else. Then | broke. | 

sat in that testimony meeting and was suddenly able to feel the 

gentle tug to stand up. It was distinct. Go to the front and tell 

the people. Be vulnerable for the people, for you. So | told the 

people what little | knew, crumbling in front of them. 

No fewer than 10 people tried to shore me up that day with a 

kind word or mailed note. A nurse friend that we sometimes 

babysit for told my husband after the meeting, “She needs to 

be on medication. Now. She isn't okay.” My husband agreed. 

Another woman, by whom I'd always been a bit intimidated, 

called me that night and came over to share souls with me for 

almost two hours. She told me of her postpartum time when 

she had fantasized about getting into a car accident. Her hope 

was to get hurt just badly enough to go back to the hospital so 

that she could be taken care of. She told me how she never 

wanted her husband to touch her beyond a hello kiss, because it 

would mean giving away the last bit of herself, her last shred of 

personhood, to him. | nodded, over and over, as she described, 

in detail, what | was going through. | was astonished; | learned 

| was not alone. 

At that point, medication was off the table for me. I'd tried 

pills in the past with raving success, but my strapping young 

boy loved to nurse, and weaning him was beyond my broken 

abilities. Since | wasn't comfortable breastfeeding while taking 

antidepressants, | made the tradeoff between a speedy recovery 

for myself and continuing nursing a little longer. 

My recovery was slow. It is, after all, not the sort of hole one 

digs out of in a day. | gradually came to realize that there are 

tender mercies. And when you wait on the Lord for them, the 

truth is that they will come—though they may be a long time 

in coming. 

In the eternal scheme, | took almost no time at all to hit the 

bottom. But | don't know if | could have survived any longer in 

that place. | discovered that the Lord didn’t want me to wait in 

the sense of sacrificing time, anticipating being saved, but in 

the sense that waiters in a restaurant wait on diners—serving, 

following instructions. As | followed the instructions of the 

Spirit, | invited others to share their own fragile souls with 

me—a process that started my healing. Months later, | am still 

examining my experience, hoping to learn that | was never truly 

alone. Every week brings new insights as | shakily search for 

meaning in the dark. 

As I followed the instructions of the 

Spirit, I invited others to share their own 

fragile souls with me—a process that 

started my healing. 

Recently, | taught a lesson to the 11-year-olds about Joseph 

Smith's first vision from God. As Joseph prayed to know his 

precious answer, he was seized upon by Satan and was ready 

to “sink into despair and abandon [himself] to destruction. " |, 

like Joseph, was at that point—overcome. Some are fortunate 

to not sink that low before being rescued. Some live at that 

brink for years. But, in the end, God will descend for us, for me. 

| believe that. 
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WAKENINGS 

- Need TO BE LIKED 
! have a near-pathological need to be liked. It's odd because the women | most admire in this world— 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Eleanor Roosevelt, and my mother—didn’t give a damn whether people liked 

them or not. The good they did was for a worthy cause, not for a smile and a wink. 

By Corey Johnson | Albuquerque, New Mexico 

have a near-pathological need to be liked. It’s odd because the 

women | most admire in this world—Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 

Eleanor Roosevelt, and my mother—didn’t give a damn whether 

people liked them or not. The good they did was for a worthy 

cause, not for asmile and a wink. Yet I've rarely left a book group 

or walked away from a conversation without thinking, “Why did 

| say that?” or, “When she said that, what was that supposed 

to mean?” | can’t stand the thought of someone, anyone, even 

people | don’t particularly care for, being upset with me. 

Coming from a family that was loosely woven together by 

dysfunction, codependence, and comedy, my place as a well- 

liked peacemaker was firmly planted at an early age. My 

ability to make others laugh was usually just enough to hold 

everything together on a family vacation, or to keep us opening 

the presents on Christmas morning despite a screaming match 

that threatened to end the entire holiday. | was the comedienne, 

or at least the vaudevillian, willing to take a pie in the face to 

distract from the fire in the kitchen. And even still, | see myself 

as one of those meerkats peering out on the social scene to 

make sure everyone has the same happy expression | do, no 

matter how | actually feel inside. 

| have an extremely hard time communicating my needs to 

others. During a recent therapy session, | told my therapist how 

| had recently dealt with a strange man at my kids’ school. His 

timing had been uncanny; since the beginning of the school 

year, he had walked with me to and from school. One morning, 

as | walked out of the school, there he was at the front entrance. 

When | walked past him, he said, “Finally!” and fell in step with 

me. | was uncomfortable. | knew he had made another mom's 

life miserable last year by texting non-stop, going by her house, 

and calling at all hours. Cordially but firmly | set my boundaries, 

a rare event for me. 

| told him, “l understand that though we both have children 

going to this school and our paths may cross, | don’t want you 

waiting for me on the way to or from school anymore.” 

Surprised, he said, “What? That's not what's going on.” 

“I'm sorry if you misunderstood ...,” | said. 

EXPONENT II 

“Listen, no one inside that school understands me. You do.” 

“No, | really don’t...” 

“No, hey, listen, our relationship means something to me, and 

lee 

“No, you see, we don’t have a relationship. Do you understand?” 

| started to back away. 

He nodded, muttered under his breath, and then loudly called 

out, “Stupid bitch.” At that, | turned on my heels and walked 

back into the school. 

As | recounted this to my therapist, | reached for a tissue to 

wipe my eyes. My therapist said, “That hurt your feelings, | see.” 

“Yes,” | replied. “| mean, | didn’t want him to like-like me, but | 

still wanted him to like me.” | couldn't believe those words came 

out of my mouth. My therapist's pen, which had been resting 

on her lips like a cigarette, almost fell out of her mouth. She 

grabbed it and looked poised to write. 

“Did you expect him to say thank you or give you positive 

feedback?” 

| could barely look in her eyes, but did. “Is this the part where 

you tell me I'm more messed up than my stalker?” 

Throughout my life | have surrounded myself with people 

and strived to earn their approval. Although | fiercely love 

my family, | have found greater solace with friends, many of 

whom are closer than kin. My childhood friends were the ones 

who navigated the dark waters of my life, who kept my head 

above water when the undertow of familial depression or of my 

father’s alcoholism threatened to pull me under. 

After my baptism when | was 18, | transferred to BYU, looking 

for a sisterhood among members of the Church. | was 

disappointed that the friendships didn’t seem as strong as | 

thought friendships with sisters in Zion would be. | was used 

to fighting my friends’ battles and them mine; my first year 

at BYU was an education in the boundaries of LDS culture. 

“Mourning with those that mourn” now meant to be a good 



visiting teacher, to wash your roommates’ dishes, or to bring 

banana bread to a friend going through a bad breakup. Despite 

my valiant efforts to be likeable, | found that | unwittingly 

offended people, especially LDS women. | rarely left a gathering 

without thinking, “| hope she didn’t think | meant..." Then I'd 

go 20 rounds in my head wishing | could take back this or that. 

Despite my best efforts to make friends in Zion, BYU was where 

| found myself alone for the first time in my life, writing down 

feminist ponderings—things | was sure no one at church would 

ever agree with. 

Soon after my high school sweetheart, who had introduced 

me to the Church, returned from his mission, we married. 

Eventually we moved to Cambridge, MA, for his Ph.D. program. 

Just when | wasn't looking, | found heaven in the Cambridge 

First Ward—the perfect mix of sisterhood, challenge, feminism, 

love, and doubt. It was the island of misfit toys, and | finally fit. 

For seven years, it was bliss. 

Then, poof! It was gone. My husband graduated and we had to 

leave it behind and move to the Southwest to a very traditional 

ward. Instead of being myself, | tried to be someone | thought 

the ward members wanted me to be. On the inside, | fumed and 

| balked; my light nearly went out. 

My husband lovingly pled for me to adjust and to find happiness 

again. And adjust | did. Somehow | had to quiet the storm 

inside me, so | ate and ate and ate. Every time | was tempted to 

disagree, stand up for myself, and push against patriarchy (no 

matter how benevolent), | put some delicious morsel |’d made 

into my mouth to keep the fiery darts from flying out. For three 

long years, | became numb. 

Then one day about a year ago | looked in the mirror. | looked 

closer than just brushing my teeth or applying makeup. Right 

there in my own bathroom | did not recognize myself. After 

three years of trying to be someone | am not, | couldn't see 

myself. My eyes had crow’s feet and dark circles from lack of 

sleep. When | responded to one of my children calling for me, 

| didn’t recognize the timbre of my voice. Had | adopted the 

dreaded Primary voice? If I'd seen myself on the street, would | 

recognize who | was? 

On that day in my bathroom | decided | would no longer 

camouflage my true self to try to fit my square peg into a round 

hole. 

| had just recently been called to be a counselor in Young 

Women's. When the girls or other leaders asked for my opinion, 

suddenly, | gave it. To my surprise, my candor was not met with 

recoil, but with respect. The young women in my ward found 

in me what they had been looking for—an advocate who is 

willing to compassionately listen to them, rather than a leader 

who responds with a “For the Strength of Youth” brick wall. 

When my husband asked me how church felt each Sunday, 

| told him how it really had been for me—upsets and all. My 

honesty recharged our relationship. Instead of trying to avoid 

hurt feelings, | allowed them to come. When we wanted to take 

a walk after dinner, we left and let the dirty dishes wait. | lost 

all the weight that | had been using to hide myself in a cloak 

of invisibility. | reconnected with my husband and four kids. | 

also realized my true friends had always loved me for who | am 

instead of who | mistakenly thought they wanted me to be. 

In September of 2012 | went to the Exponent retreat for the first 

time. There, | found those familiar feelings of belonging once 

again. | was reminded of the importance of validation, writing, 

and advocating for myself. The stalker incident happened after 

the retreat. Without the retreat, would | have been that bold? 

This summer my family is moving back to the Boston area. My 

husband got an opportunity for a new, better job in town, and 

we will be closer to my husband's brother and sister-in-law. | 

am looking forward, but not fleeing, to the island of misfit toys. 

I'm thankful for this year of rediscovery and will miss the young 

women and my friends in my current ward. 

Now | know that no matter where | land, | will avoid the sticky 

web of being preoccupied with people's perceptions of me. 

Instead | will be free to just be me. 
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ALMA 50:30-31 Morianton plans to 

flee northward to escape Moroni, but in 

a fit of anger he attacks a maid-servant 

and beats her. She flees to Moroni’s 

camp and tells him of Morianton’s plan. 

| never knew that my skin could feel 

Like lightning. 

Thundered 

Down-shattered 

By your fists, 

My wingless bones 

Grow sparrow-light. 

| leave no warning. 

Just leave, 

Your secrets 

Rattling against my teeth, 

Wedged pearls | will give 

As | please. 

For you forget 

!am not yours, 

But free as the night string of stars 

Whose names, the Father keeps. 

My feet take to the unwoven winds, 

Dawn slanting into my soul 

\ clean sun storm, 
| 
come 
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ALMA 19:16 When Abish, a servant 

already converted to the Lord because of 

her father’s vision, sees the conversion 

of Lamoni, the queen, and the court, 

she runs from house to house to tell 

everyone. 

Though never mine, 

| share in my father’s dream, 

Awake 

To Heaven's pulse, 

Wild halos 

Pushing up through the dirt— 

In ice yielding shards 

To summer's hands, 

Sap tipping trees with sudden 

Glory bud, 

Eden chiming warm rhythms 

Through my little ones’ breath. 

Perhaps |ama small 

Simply-fleshed woman, 

But | can see God 

With both eyes closed, 

Heart wide to the break 

Of morning star's beam. 

ETHER 6:3 And thus the Lord caused 

stones to shine in darkness, to give light 

unto men, women, and children, that 

they might not cross the great waters in 

darkness. 

Too many waters, all 

Hungry to pry open our ship, 

Spill my family into the waves’ 

Foam-snarled maw. 

But true as a tight-furled seed, 

We cut towards the earth, 

Milk and honey promises 

Of the land— 

| barely remember green. 

Only the star 

God touched in the stone 

Reminds me not to forget 

Sun-given colors. 

But sometimes | just 

Can't anymore, 

Too long holding my breath 

And waiting 

For the sea to steal it. 

That's when! cup my hands 

To the clearness of the gem, 

Sieving rainbows 

Through my fingers. 

By Sarah Elizabeth Page 
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GRANDMA'S HOUSE 

With homemade bread just out of the oven 

In a high-backed red velvet chair 

Sits her open, inviting lap 

A good book 

By Disney or Dr. Seuss 

Pooh's Schoolhouse appears 

| could have heard it every day 

Hear strong arms wrap around me 

like a flannel blanket on a cold day 

Her young-like voice lilting over every word 

on every page 

The book closes 

Again, again - the plea rises from me to her 

She reopens to the first page 

Again she reads every word 

on every page 

Day after day the scene repeats 

Fresh bread good books 

No matter that | could read the words 

to myself by myself 

She continued 

holding me reading to me 

loving me 

But one cold February day 

she was GONE 

No more homemade bread 

No more stories 

Days turn to months which turn to years 

February comes cold and sad 

Store-brought Wonder bread 

leaves a nasty aftertaste 

But the stories remain 

To delight my daughter 

with tales of puppies and Pooh Bears 

to transmit love across the generations 

By Laura Zemp 
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 Cotumbine Survivers Story 
There have been times where I’m in the middle of a storm and | can’t feel God, so | go into a rage, cry 

myself to sleep, and give up on Him. But eventually the storms do end. When | look back, there are 

times when it’s so clear to me how God walked with me every step of the way. 

By Kathy Carlston | Walnut Creek, California 

i a freshman in high school, | woke up on Tuesday, April 

O, 1999, with no idea that my world would be turned 

upside down in a few hours. | went to my morning classes, went 

to lunch, and bought a slice of pizza that came with a free, giant 

chocolate chip cookie. Free Cookie Tuesday was my favorite 

day of the week. | sat down at a table in the cafeteria with 

my friends and had only taken a couple of bites of pizza when 

there was a huge commotion. Everyone's attention was pointed 

toward the corner of the cafeteria by the teacher's lounge. 

My sister's basketball coach, Dave Sanders, got everyone's 

attention by shouting that there was someone with a gun 

outside and we needed to get down. | thought it was a prank, 

but a few seconds later we heard a couple of pops from guns. 

Instantly the cafeteria was a sea of people, staying low and 

scuttling across the cafeteria floor. A few more pops. The panic 

in the room rose to a fever pitch. Suddenly, everyone around 

me got to their feet and started running up the stairs, to the 

main hallway. | got up and ran with them. A boy | grew up with 

darted into the science hall, and | made an instinctive decision 

to follow him. Momentum carried me past the first classroom, 

and when we tried the second classroom’s door, it was locked! 

We were absolutely terrified. We tried a third room, which 

thankfully opened. 

There was already a class in the room, and some students 

explained what was going on. The teacher turned out the lights 

and had us pile up along the wall next to the door so that we 

wouldn't be seen from the door's window. We huddled together, 

shivering on the tile and silently crying. A few moments later, 

Coach Sanders opened the door and fell on his face into the 

classroom. He had been shot twice through the chest. He 

crawled under some nearby desks. No one dared move. We 
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could hear the shooters whooping and shooting their guns as 

they ran through the hallway outside of our door. We could feel 

the floor vibrate as their bombs went off in the cafeteria below 

us. | was lay between two other freshmen, closing my eyes in 

pure fear and shock. 

After a few minutes, a chemistry teacher opened the door, 

but she saw Coach Sanders and left to find help and supplies. 

Soon another teacher and a boy | knew from another ward at 

church came in and asked us if anyone knew first aid. A boy 

from my choir class volunteered, and the guys in the room 

gave their shirts to press Coach Sanders’ wounds. One of the 

teachers called 911 for instructions and to tell the EMTs where 

we were. Hours passed. Every so often we would hear from the 

emergency response teams who were looking for us but were in 

the wrong part of the building. Once, a helicopter flew right up 

to the window, but all they could do was wave in an attempt to 

let us know that they were trying. We sat and watched Coach 

Sanders get first aid, hoping and praying that he would make it 

and that help would come soon. A teacher I'd had for geology, 

Mrs. Wyatt, came in the room and just sat with us, talking to 

students individually, holding their hands in hers and listening. 

Finally, the SWAT team arrived and ordered us out of the room 

in single file. Before | left the room, | turned back to make sure 

that Coach Sanders was still breathing. He was, and the SWAT 

team surrounded him, talking with him and with the boys who 

had been giving him first aid. | whispered, “I love you Dave,” and 

filed out of the room. 

The SWAT team gathered us and people from a few other 

classrooms together and then led us through the cafeteria, 

which was now flooded from the fire sprinklers. We were 



ushered out the door by the teacher's lounge, but the entrance 

was blocked by the glass from a shot-out window. There was 

a girl near me in line who didn't have any shoes— they must 

have fallen off while running away from the shooters. Before 

this student even asked for help, Mrs. Wyatt scooped her up 

and carried her past the broken glass. We ran out the door 

and up the cement staircase next to the building. | ran past 

two students who had died on the hill. | was in shock but 

pushed myself to keep moving. Finally, we were gathered in an 

outdoor alcove and were loaded into squad cars. We drove to 

neighboring Clement Park, where | eventually found my dad, 

gave him a big hug, and he drove me home. We found out 

from the news that Coach Dave Sanders had passed away in 

the school, leaving behind his wife and his daughters. 

I'm not going to do the aftermath justice, but it was 

excruciatingly painful. | felt an enormous amount of guilt 

because of a worry that | had let Coach Sanders die. | blamed 

myself because | felt that if | had had the Spirit with me to 

a higher degree, | would have been able to receive answers 

for how to save him. He was my sister's basketball coach, 

and as | watched her heart break over and over and watched 

her grieve her loss, | became angrier and angrier with myself. 

Having gone through a lot of therapy over the years, | now 

know that my self-blame was irrational, and that the best 

thing | could have done for Coach Sanders that day was to 

keep quiet and stay out of the way, which | did, but for many 

years it was a very deep and painful dilemma. A lot of people 

go through similar things when they experience trauma—they 

call it survivor's guilt. While in some ways it’s nice to know 

that it was a normal reaction, | hate that so many people have ' See SS BS 4 “wk 
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Wau non0n to feel that kind of pain. In addition to this guilt, my sister, 
s 

friends, and | suffered from flashbacks, constant fear of a 

repeat event, depression, and a myriad of other things. Plus 

the media swarmed into our community in droves and were 

a/BbnaYs si extremely intrusive, especially to the families of people who 

had died on or who were injured. 

One thing that always bothered me about how the media 

reported the story was that they focused almost exclusively 

on the negative things that happened. While it was gut- 

wrenchingly hard to go through, and truly awful things did 

happen, there were many, many serendipitous things that 

occurred that | wish had been more widely known. While 

the shooting was going on, there happened to be folks in 
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the houses right next to the high school who were trained as 

medics and had served in Vietnam. They set up an impromptu 

triage center where they began treatment on victims. These 

wonderful people, and people like them, who were in the right 

place at the right time, doing their best to help, saved the lives 

of all of the kids who were able to make it out of the school and 

into the hospital. 

Reflecting on these seemingly small acts taught me that hope 

is truly present, even in the midst of terrible tragedy. When | 

remember how my geology teacher, Mrs. Wyatt, took the time 

to take the hands of individual students into hers, asking them 

questions about how they were feeling and quietly, thoughtfully 

listening to their responses, | feel that hope. Even though | was 

not one of the students who she had the chance to reach out 

to, it meant the world to me to witness it. Mrs. Wyatt simply 

did what she knew to be right and good. In the middle of a war 

zone, Mrs. Wyatt became a hero. It’s possible that her acts of 

kindness were only remembered by me, but the fact is that they 

are remembered by me. In fact, they are cherished by me. In 

the midst of an unimaginable nightmare, | feel like | was able to 

see an angel masquerading as a human in the very room where 

| was. Her acts were simple. She saw a need and she filled it. It 

was as Simple and profound as that. 

While the events of that day were horrible, 

terrifying, and forever changed me, I believe that 

God's love was there, shepherding us through, 

trying to get us back out to the light of day. 

The event and the aftermath really helped me realize how much 

God is there, often working in the background. That first night 

when | got home, | was terrified to go to sleep. | knew that I'd 

relive the event over and over again in my dreams. | knelt down, 

and at the brink of exhaustion told God that | didn’t want to 

have nightmares that night. | woke up the next day and didn't 

remember any of my dreams. Then the next day | was also 

nightmare-free. It’s been nearly 14 years, and for some reason 

|'ve still never had a nightmare about the shooting or what | saw 

that day. While the events of that day were horrible, terrifying, 

and forever changed me, | believe that God's love was there, 

shepherding us through, trying to get us back out to the light 

of day. 
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In many ways, the effects from Columbine were with me for 

many years. I’m sure in some ways they still affect me, but 

with each year, I've healed more and more and have been able 

to grow and trust people again. | saw many skilled and caring 

therapists who helped me sort out what was going on inside of 

me, and | had a fantastic support network of family and friends. 

Now that I’m completely finished with all my schooling, the 

anniversary isn't nearly as scary for me as it was before. 

The year after the tragedy happened, a Holocaust survivor 

named Gerda Weissmann Klein came and spoke to our school. 

She said something that I'll never forget. After telling us her 

life story, focusing on her experience in WWII, she said this: 

“Pain is pain.” She then explained that even though we want 

to compare our pain to another, supposing that one is more 

significant than the other, that’s not the case because any pain 

suffered is painful. It doesn’t matter where it came from; our 

pains are equally hurtful. When we're our best selves, we try 

our best to provide love, support, and comfort to one another. 

As one of many survivors of that day at Columbine, | find myself 

responding to the recent Sandy Hook tragedy with an impulse 

to help others with the tools that helped me. A dear family 

friend and fellow Columbine alumna, Amber Huntington, has 

written a children’s book titled /t Gets Better for the kids affected 

by the Newtown tragedy. 

| have also begun a video project to interview Columbine alumni, 

including myself, for parents of the Newton community about 

our healing process in the wake of the shootings at Columbine 

at our school on April 20, 1999. My hope is that by sending 

these videos to the people in Newtown we can offer hope to 

their children, greater empathy from the nation, and use our 

perspective to assist their healing process in any way we can. 

For information on how you can contribute to this work, please 

visit http://resilienthope.org/ or contact me, Kathy Carlston, at 

hopetoyou777@gmail.com. 

My experiences on that dark day in 1999, as well as many since, 

have taught me that love heals, kindness comforts, and we can 

heal wounds with one act of kindness at a time. Even though 

things are scary, | promise that there is always hope. Please 

believe that. 



INTERVIEWS WITH the Bishop. 
| have three very young children, and I’m already nervous about the bishop interviewing them when they are teens. Specifically, | 

worry about the chastity question. | don’t feel terribly comfortable with the idea of a man they don't know well asking them personal 

questions about things of a sexual nature. | particularly don’t want my kids feeling dirty and sinful if they've engaged in a certain 

amount of self-exploration, which | consider to be a normal part of development. 

How do we handle the interview? One thought | had was that | could make it clear that no interview takes place without me or their 

dad in the room. This would probably head off any extended or probing questions of a sexual nature. A second thought was that | 

would tell my kids beforehand that they are never to talk with any adult about things of a sexual nature and that if the bishop asks 

about it, they should say, “My parents have instructed me that I’m not allowed to discuss that sort of thing with adults I’m not related 

to.” My last thought was that | could tell them that the bishop is going to ask them if they are obeying the law of chastity, and if they 

aren't engaging in sexual acts with other people, then they can tell the bishop that they are keeping the law of chastity. 

What advice do you have for young people going through these interviews or for their parents who want to help the meetings 

get through them in healthy ways? How did/do you yourself navigate these interviews and the chastity question? 

ALISSA KING | LAKE FOREST, CALIFORNIA 

| wish bishops could change the question to, “Are you at peace 

with the body your Heavenly Father has given you, and do 

you have peace about the choices you are making with it?” If 

the interviewee is a girl, | think the bishop should ask if there 

is anyone in the ward she would feel comfortable talking with 

about that, like a Young Women’s leader. 

As a teenage convert | was unfamiliar with the routine, and 

when asked about chastity, | felt the need to admit | wished my 

boyfriend would touch my boobs. Not only was | embarrassed, 

but | could see | had startled the bishop and made him 

uncomfortable as well. As an adult, | cannot figure out why | 

would ever have been put in a conversation with a grown male 

stranger that could take a turn like that. We need to encourage 

our children to live the commandments, to seek peace, and to 

have common-sense boundaries about what conversations our 

children should have outside of our family. 

TAMARA ANDERSON | BOISE, IDAHO 

| am straightforward with the bishop. When he calls to set 

up an appointment for a baptism, an ordination, a worthiness 

interview for baptisms for the dead, or any other youth interview, 

| tell him that we are happy to come in; however, | would like a 

few minutes to speak with him before my child does. In that few 

minutes, | let him know that | have dialogues with my children 

about sexual matters and if they have any concerns, they talk to 

me about them. | tell him | absolutely do not want him asking 

my child about her or his sexuality. | let him know that if my 

child has a need to clear up a transgression, he will arrange to 

come see the bishop when the need arises. | tell him that if he 

asks my child about sexual matters of any kind in one of the 

interviews, we won't be attending any more interviews. Usually 

the bishop is a bit taken aback at this point, so | do let him know 

that we admire and respect him and sustain him as our ward's 

leader, but we feel that there are limits to what he should be 

discussing with a minor child. 

Children do need guidance about sexuality. They do need limits. 

They need to know what is natural and what are perversions. 

They need to learn to avoid immoral thoughts and actions, but 

they also need to know it’s okay to learn how their bodies work 

and not to be ashamed. They need someone to talk to when 

they have questions or when they have done something that 

makes them unhappy. But | don’t believe the bishop is the first 

line of defense in these cases. It is the parents who need to have 

open discussions, who need to set the limits, and who need to 

teach responsibility, not an adult man they barely know and 

who has no training in the subject. These are my kids, and they 

are my responsibility, so | will do what | believe is necessary to 

protect my children. 
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| think there is value to having teens occasionally discuss 

important issues with a trusted adult without a parent present. 

| want my children to be comfortable talking to me about 

anything, but if they don’t talk to me, | would be relieved if they 

opened up to someone like a bishop. To prepare them | would 

explain that bishops are directed to maintain confidentiality, 

with a few legal exceptions; however, teens are not, so, they 

can talk to me about the interview afterwards if they have any 

questions or concerns about what the bishop said. | would 

let them know that they have the right to decide whether to 

participate in the interview, to refuse to answer a question, 

or to end the interview early, just as participants in a survey 

may. | believe it is important to know the agenda of a meeting, 

so | would go over the guidelines for teen interviews from the 

Church Handbook with my teen before the interview. The 

interview guidelines are in Handbook 1, which is not available 

to the public, but | would request the passage about teen 

interviews or obtain it through other means. 

If my child on her own felt like she made a mistake based on 

her understanding of chastity and if she felt that discussing 

that mistake with the bishop would help her in her repentance 

process, then she should discuss it with the bishop when he 

asks about chastity. If she did not go into the interview feeling 

like she had sinned, then she needn't offer any information 

beyond, “There’s nothing in my life | need to discuss with 

you with regards to that subject.” | would specifically teach 

my children that the bishop is not supposed to ask questions 

beyond, “Do you obey the law of chastity?” He should not 

ask questions about masturbation, about how you kiss your 

boyfriend, or about how long or where you kiss. If he does, she 

should tell him that she has nothing to discuss with him about 

chastity and then tell me after the interview that such specific 

questions were asked. 

Before any child of mine had an interview with a bishop, | 

would have a conversation with the bishop. | would ask him 

to tell me what questions he usually asks in such interviews. 

If | felt any were inappropriate, | would ask him not to ask 

my child that question. | would furthermore tell him that 

unless my child answers the basic chastity question (do you 

obey the law of chastity?) in the negative, there are to be no 

additional questions about chastity. And any questions after 

a negative answer must be open-ended opportunities for my 

child to discuss her behavior in a way that feels comfortable 

and right to her and never, under any circumstances, should he 
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involve questions looking for specifics. A bishop does not need 

specifics to help a member who is hurting due to sin to repent— 

certainly not about sexual acts. And as the parent of a minor, | 

would not tolerate him asking for such specifics and would do 

everything in my power to help my child understand that asking 

for such specifics is inappropriate. | imagine that attitude might 

not make me popular with bishops, but | frankly don’t give a 

damn. What | do give a damn about is my child’s health and 

well-being, including spiritual and psychological. | don’t think 

having ecclesiastical authority, no matter how kind and loving, 

justifies grilling a teenager about her sexual activities, nor is it 

conducive to spiritual or psychological health. 

Interviews with bishops and stake presidents are supposed to 

be an opportunity for self-reflection and assessment, as well as 

a chance to talk to someone if you feel it will help you spiritually 

progress. They are not supposed to be a confessional where 

you pour out every little action that you think he might think 

was sinful. He has no right to such an accounting. 
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| will accompany my children to these early interviews. Here’s why: 

1. Bishops are imperfect human beings. Mistakes happen, 

and this system wherein we give grown men the chance 

to ask teenagers about the color of their underwear is not 

a foolproof system. | want to help both my bishop and my 

children avoid these mistakes. 

2. Isn't it possible that putting my children in the mindset that 

the bishop will make mistakes can help them in the future? 

| don’t think accompanying children to these interviews is 

teaching children to be wary of the bishop's authority. It 

is merely acknowledging that this well-meaning system is 

imperfect. Hopefully in the future, when my children see 

some instance of ecclesiastical fallibility, they can have a 

chance of staying in the Church. 

3. Someday my kids will grow older and tell me they are ready 

to go to their interviews alone. It will make me feel better 

knowing that we have gone together their first few years, 

and they have seen a model for how these interviews are 

supposed to go. By accompanying my children to interviews 

and teaching them about appropriate boundaries, | am 

working with the bishop to help them establish a pattern 

that will help them be ready to have personal interviews 

when they are more mature. 

| like the idea of telling my kids that the bishop will ask a 

question about chastity, and if they aren’t engaging in sexual 

acts with another person, to answer yes, they are keeping it. 

| can imagine lots of bishops following that up with, “Do you 

know what the law of chastity means?” If this is the case, I'd 

tell my kids to answer yes—because we will have discussed it 

at home. If the bishop wants to talk specifics, I’d tell them to 

reply that their parents do not want them to have conversations 

about chastity with any other adults. | hope the bishop would 

then drop it. 

| really hope my kids get good leaders and bishops as teenagers. 

My ward is filled with great people, so I’m optimistic that they 

will, but | also believe that my kids will hold what they hear from 

their parents at home to be true over and above what they may 

hear at Church. | trust their smart, discerning spirits to be able 

to identify what’s true and what isn't. 
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SMALL TRINGS: 
ip ofr Mormon dominion 

“And thus we see that by small means the Lord can bring about great things.” 1 Nephi 16:29 

By Bob Rees | Mill Valley, California 

quae long been interested in how other faith traditions deal 

with some of the issues facing members of The Church 

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Part of this interest is 

related to the fact that | am exposed to a number of religious 

traditions in the courses | teach at Graduate Theological 

Union in Berkeley, California, where my students come from a 

variety of traditions (Mormon, Catholic, Orthodox, Lutheran, 

Presbyterian, Methodist, Episcopalian, United Church of Christ, 

Universalist-Unitarian, and, this past semester, Wiccan). 

Inmy classes, we consider our respective beliefs ina comparative 

context. To foster such dialogue, | require my students to 

attend a three-hour block of LDS meetings and watch General 

Conference. At the same time, | find opportunities to attend 

services at other churches in addition to my active participation 

in my own ward. This is something | have done for many years 

and have found both instructive and inspirational. My belief in 

God and my devotion to Christ have been both enlarged and 

deepened by my experience with other believers. As a member 

of the Board of the Marin Interfaith Council, | meet regularly 

with other believers and work cooperatively with them on 

matters of common cause, including working to address those 

in need in our communities. 

In my fall semester class at GTU (“Mormonism: Emergence of a 

New World Religion”), | introduced my students to the principles 

articulated by Krister Stendhal, former Lutheran Bishop of 

Sweden and Dean at Harvard Divinity School, when considering 

the beliefs of other religions. One of those principles is “holy 

envy,” by which Stendhal means that we should be open to those 

doctrines, teachings, and practices we find in other religions 

that we wish were part of our own. Interestingly, my students 

see things in Mormonism they envy. Among these are the 

extensive participation of our members (men, women, youth, 

and children) in leadership and other callings, our concept of 

eternal marriage and family relationships, our welfare system, 

our ability to foster charitable giving, the principle of continuing 

revelation, and our training of young children to speak, study 

the scriptures, and pray. 

As | have participated in various worship services of other 

religions over the years, | have found a number of things that 

give me holy envy. Among these are the full celebration of 
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the sacred events of Holy Week, including Palm Sunday, Holy 

Thursday, Good Friday, and Easter; providing services for the 

poor within their houses of worship (currently not allowed 

in Latter-day Saint chapels); engagement on issues relating 

to social justice; and their welcoming of gays and lesbians 

in full fellowship. Chief among the things | envy is the way 

some religious traditions honor, treat, and involve women. In a 

number of religions today, one finds women officiating in many 

clerical and ecclesiastical offices and providing leadership in 

many religious, social, and cultural programs. It is clear that 

the multiple ways these religions see, talk about, and involve 

women make a difference in the way both women and men in 

these congregations see women—and the way they see God. 

Let me give two examples: 

On September 12, 1993, | was attending services at All Saints 

Episcopal Church in Pasadena, California. The sermon that 

day was delivered by a woman, the Reverend Kristin Neilly. 

She spoke movingly of finding God's love through small acts 

of Christian charity. For some reason, while she was speaking, 

| kept thinking of my mother, who had been dead for over 20 

years. Because my mother had been sexually abused as a 

child, she never felt whole, which impaired her ability to love 

her children. We all felt a large absence in our hearts because 

of her wounded heart, which is why during my early years | 

sometimes felt like a motherless child. 

When the sermon was over, all of the congregants said the 

Prayers of the People, which began with Reverend Neilly leading 

the congregation in addressing Deity: “Holy God, Father, Mother, 

Friend, your spirit is alive in the earth. Thank you for your loving 

presence within us.” The service ended with the minister and 

the people saying in unison, “Holy God, Father, Mother, Friend, 

may we be agents of your healing love and justice. ... Amen.” 

As that prayer ended, | had what | have come to recognize as 

a certain witness of the Spirit. | understood at that moment 

that my dear, wounded mother had been made whole by our 

Heavenly Mother, and, further, that my Heavenly Mother would 

in the eternal worlds fill the absence my heart has always 

felt from my mother’s inability to love me as | needed and 

sometimes desperately wanted to be loved. | count that among 

the most blessed experiences of my life. 
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| don't think that experience would have been the same had 

the officiator that day been male. | say this because earlier in 

the service Reverend Neilly spoke of the weekly service her 

congregation provided for the homeless, including feeding 

them and washing their clothing. She said that she had noticed 

the previous week that as she carried the soiled underwear of 

the homeless to the Church's laundry, she realized she was 

carrying it in the same way she held the elements of Eucharist 

as she presented the wafer and wine to her fellow congregants. 

Because in our society women still are predominantly 

responsible for domestic tasks, it seems to me more likely that 

a woman would make such an association between things so 

humanly mundane and so divinely sacred. 

The second experience happened this past Christmas during 

a visit to Los Angeles. When on the Sunday before Christmas 

| realized that sacrament meeting started in my old ward at 

12:20, | decided to attend the Advent service at All Saints’ 

Episcopal Church in Beverly Hills Cit should be obvious by now 

that |am acloset Episcopalian!). The service, a choral Eucharist, 

was beautifully moving. The theme was Mary’s Magnificat 

(Luke 1:46-54). It included an opening hymn, “Come Let us 

Adore Him”; a magnificent sermon, “Mary the Apocalypse,” by 

Reverend Barry Taylor; and Henry Purcell’s musical rendition 

of the Magnificat. All of these were impressive, but it was a 

small thing in that service that really caught my attention. In 

preparation for Holy Communion, the congregation said, “We 

celebrate the death and resurrection, as we await the day of 

His coming,” to which the woman minister said, “Lord God of 

our Fathers and Mothers: God of Abraham and Sarah, Isaac and 

Rebecca, Jacob and Leah and Rachel.. .” 

Having heard the phrase, “The God of Abraham, Isaac, and 

Jacob," throughout my life, | was amazed at how adding the 

names of the wives and mothers of these prophets affected 

me. Of course, | thought, He was their God, too, and these men 

could not have been the prophets they were without the women 

who loved, nurtured, and supported them. These women made 

great sacrifices so that their husbands could be the voice of 

God, even at the sacrifice of their own voices—voices that, 

based on my own wife's wise counsel during times | have served 

in ecclesiastical callings, undoubtedly were mingled with those 

of their husbands. 

It was a small, good thing to see these great people referred to 

as couples, to understand that the wives too were called of God, 

and yet normally we do not speak of them in the same breath. 

It would be refreshing if as Latter-day Saints we had holy envy 

for this kind of pairing. (Of course if it included 19th century 

Mormon prophets, we'd need as long a list as those “begats” in 

the Bible to include all the wives!) 

Recently | sent out a simple, informal survey inviting people to 

suggest changes they would like to see in the Church as well as 

to identify obstacles to those changes and how the obstacles 

might be addressed. Not surprisingly, many of the suggested 
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changes by both men and women had to do with expanding 

the roles and responsibilities of women in the Church. These 

ranged from the simple and relatively easy-to-implement 

(women giving opening and closing prayers in General 

Conference, including the Relief Society president in all PEC 

meetings, and letting women conduct worthiness interviews 

of young women), to the extremely challenging (creating a 

parallel female high council, giving women the priesthood). 

What is significant about the many suggested changes to 

empower women is how widespread the sentiment is among 

both Mormon men and women, as well as how sensible so 

many of the suggestions are.* 

What the responses to my informal, random survey suggest 

is that there is a new activism in the Church, one coming not 

from the fringes but rather the center—from active, committed 

Latter-day Saints who know that change is needed for the 

Church to fulfill its mission in human history and who are not 

content to be passive waiters or observers. As we sang in the 

‘60s, “The times they are a-changin’.” 

Just as other churches are looking to Mormonism for some of 

the changes they would like to see in their traditions, so | think it 

is helpful for Latter-day Saints to look for enlightened teachings 

and practices in other religions, as well as more deeply into our 

own history, hearts, and souls. All change begins with us as 

individual disciples. Many years ago in an exchange | had with 

Karl Keller called “Letters of Belief” (Dialogue, 9:3), | argued that 

rather than passively waiting for change to come from above, 

we should be actively working for change both in ourselves and 

in our respective spheres because, ultimately, the Church is a 

reflection of our collective stewardships as Christ's disciples. 

The Church is like us: sometimes the gospel works through us 

and sometimes it doesn't. I'll go one step further: the Church 

is us; it is no better or no worse than we are, for the Church is 

what we make it. 

Last year | reminded students at the UC Berkeley Institute that 

the name of the Church has two possessives: It is the Church 

of Jesus Christ, but it is also the Church of Latter-day Saints. | 

believe that as each Latter-day Saint woman and man changes 

her or his attitude about empowering women in the Church, 

the institutional Church will have no choice but to increase and 

expand the empowerment of women. But it begins with us. As 

Rumi said, “Yesterday | was clever, so | wanted to change the 

world. Today | am wise, so | am changing myself.” 

*Any Exponent || reader who wishes can participate in the survey 

by sending me her suggested changes: 

bobrees2@gmail.com. 



GOODNESS GRACIOUS 

CARVING ZION 
It may bug others that | cannot connect with or “bear testimony of” 

aspects | see as borne of dogmatism, skewed traditions, or doctrinal 

misinterpretations that can, | fear, be spiritually toxic. 

Illinois By Linda Hoffman Kimball 

i recently in Springdale, Utah, for a block-printing weekend 

workshop. Springdale is the town just at the entrance of Zion 

National Park in southern Utah. It is nestled in towering red- 

rock majesty, its main street lined with bed-and-breakfasts, art 

galleries, and eateries with funky names. (The enchiladas at the 

“Bit & Spur Saloon” are delish.) | signed up for the workshop 

eager to stretch my visual-artsy muscles again under the 

tutelage of Royden Card, an artist I've admired for years. 

The first exercise we tried was scary but satisfying. We took 

our blank linoleum boards outside and quickly sketched the 

scenery. Then we came back inside to our sharp tools and were 

given 15 minutes to carve what we had seen. That allowed no 

time for overthinking. 

Stepping outside the Community Center into the abutting 

beauty of Zion took my breath away, which took a bite out 

of my sketching time. Soon enough we were all at our tables 

gouging and carving our interpretation of what we'd seen. Then, 

time was up, and we each inked up our blocks to see what we 

had created. 

| was fairly pleased with my results, although (dumbly) startled 

by the image. It was backwards. 

Of course it was backwards; that’s the nature of block printing. 

It prints a mirror image. Artists (who care about this) develop 

an ability to flip everything in their minds so that the image they 

carve into the linoleum or wood is the reversed image of what 

they actually saw. 

| was only interested in capturing my encounter with grandeur, 

so | didn't interrupt myself with trying to flip the image. It was 

an engrossing exercise trying to express the ineffable, not with 

words but with a slab of linoleum, sharp blades, and ink. A 

combination of the prosaic and the holy. 

| mused on my surprise at seeing that first image as backwards 

from the reality of the landscape I'd viewed and sketched. It 

wasn't that my print was bad or wrong. | wasn’t trying to make 

something righteous or right. Neither was anyone else, and 

our varied but satisfying results were a witness to our different 

perspectives. We were trying to capture something that words 

and images are inevitably too small to convey. We were in fact 
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working just in black and 

white, but the task was much more complex. 

| realized that this exercise was a metaphor for how | craft my 

journey of faith. | take in the grandeur of “Zion” (the gospel), 

but how | describe my experience will not be like anyone else's 

experience. The gospel is even more mighty, present, and 

real than the red-rock wonders of southern Utah. My job is to 

experience it to the best of my abilities, then express, reflect, 

and represent that experience in my life with the tools available 

to mortal me. Expecting complete literal accuracy and over- 

analyzing every move will sidetrack me. My view of the glories 

of the gospel doesn’t necessarily resemble how others see it, 

and that's as it should be. 

For example, | experience the gospel as ennobling for all people. 

| sense that gender, orientation, and marital or worldly status 

are subordinate issues to our commonality as children of God. | 

see love emanating from the core of the gospel’s message with 

a power | can only barely comprehend. | see Christ as both the 

Savior and my Savior, the Word of God incarnate, full of grace 

and truth. | see participating as part of a body of believers 

as a holy work where God's economy doesn't care about the 

hierarchy of your service but about the nature of it. | sense 

importance embedded somewhere in temple covenants. 

| am uncomfortable using formulaic terminology to talk about 

such convictions. I’m never quite sure what other people mean 

when they use the old familiars, and my experience is too 

layered to cram into any “creed.” 

It may bug people who know Springdale to see its familiar 

stretch of skyline exactly reversed in my linoleum cut. It may 

bug people who have different experiences with church life and 

culture that | don’t invest energy in the causes, complaints, or 

campaigns to which they commit. It may bug others that | cannot 

connect with or “bear testimony of” aspects | see as borne of 

dogmatism, skewed traditions, or doctrinal misinterpretations 

that can, | fear, be spiritually toxic. 

My assignment is to repeatedly go out, observe, and engage. 

Then, in the metaphorical 15 minutes of mortality | have, carve 

out a personal testament from my experiences with the Divine. 
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lew Lennona, Otd Language: 
WHATS A TEACHER TQ ae 
After several years of development and testing, the youth of the Church and their leaders are using a 

brand-new set of web-based instruction materials, finally replacing severely outdated printed manuals 

for Young Women, Aaronic Priesthood, and Sunday School lessons. Many are breathing a sigh of relief. 

By Laura Compton | Cupertino, California 

( (ee new materials are a breath of fresh air: Gone 

re schmaltzy stories of questionable veracity; allusions 

to anti-miscegenation in marriage; antiquated references to 

Mormon Doctrine; and an over-abundance of “Sunday School” 

questions and answers. Instead, teachers are encouraged to use 

their own experiences; to think about the experiences of their 

students; to ask open-ended, thought-provoking questions; and 

to study current addresses from General Conference and Relief 

Society and Young Women broadcasts. 

Each lesson incorporates teaching tips from Church resource 

materials such as Teaching: No Greater Call, in addition to 

suggestions for “Teaching in the Savior’s Way.” Reference 

materials are generally hotlinked from parts of Ids.org, and 

teachers have quite a bit of freedom in choosing both the exact 

topics they present as well as the order in which those topics are 

introduced each month. They can use hymns, videos, pictures, 

scriptures, and a number of ways to incorporate different 

teaching and learning styles within the classroom. There has 

also been an effort to include material by and about women, 

at least in the young women’s lessons. Because the materials 

are web-based rather than printed, it will be easier to keep the 

lesson materials updated and relevant to current issues and 

situations. 

All three organizations focus on the same broad topic each 

month, such as The Godhead, or The Plan of Salvation, or 

Marriage and Family. The Sunday School lessons tend to focus 

more on teaching/missionary approaches, while the YM/ 

YW lessons focus more on self-development and growth. The 

latitude teachers have in presenting specific lessons increases 

the chances that students will not be discussing one topic ad 

nauseum. 

Despite the huge improvements in lesson structure, 

organization, topics, and references, when compared side by 

side! there are significant differences between the ways editors 

speak to, about, and with young women and their leaders, 
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versus young men and their leaders. There are clearly different 

messages sent to young women classes and Aaronic Priesthood 

quorums. Some of those differences are obvious and calculated; 

others are differences in tone or structure that may or may not 

have been purposeful, but combine to effectively continue LDS 

discourse that men are leaders and women are followers. 

LEADING AND FOLLOWING 

Women may be spiritual beings, but young women are not being 

groomed for leadership and missionary work the way young 

men are.’ This plays out in the way teachers are instructed to 

think about, prepare for and present lessons; in the scriptures 

and supplemental material suggested; in the language used for 

each type of class (passive vs. active; relevant now vs. relevant 

in the future; whether or not spirituality and service are a duty or 

a means to make the world better); and even in the architecture 

and scaffolding of the lessons themselves. 

For instance, the skeletal structure of each and every weekly 

lesson for young women includes the heading, “Share 

Experiences,” while the Aaronic Priesthood’s equivalent heading 

is “Let the Young Men Lead.” Every week, Aaronic Priesthood 

advisers are instructed to have young men conduct and preside 

over meetings: 

A member of the quorum presidency (or an assistant to 

the bishop in the priests quorum) conducts the quorum 

meeting. He leads the young men in counseling together 

about quorum business, teaches them their priesthood 

duties (from the scriptures and the Duty to God book), 

and invites an adviser or other quorum member to teach 

a gospel lesson. He could prepare by filling out a quorum 

meeting agenda during a presidency meeting.’ 

At the end of each lesson, ina section titled, “Invite to Act,” the 
young man conducting the meeting is again tasked with taking 

the time back from the adult adviser and wrapping things up. 



One of the lessons from May presents a typical situation: 

The young man who is conducting concludes the meeting. 

He could: 

* Share with the quorum his personal scripture study 

plans. 

* Explain that during quorum meeting for the next few 

weeks, quorum members will be invited to share a 

scripture they've read during the week and explain 

why it’s meaningful to them.* 

The young women have no equivalent opportunity to learn 

conducting skills. The teachers are in charge and are asked to: 

Invite the young women to share, teach, and testify about 

the experiences they have had applying what they learned 

in the previous week's lesson. This will encourage personal 

conversion and help the young women see the relevance of 

the gospel in their daily lives. 

Invite the young women to consider how they will live what 

they have learned today. For example, they could: 

* Work on Choice and Accountability value experience 

1 in Personal Progress and make a plan to develop a 

habit of daily scripture study or improve their study 

of the scriptures. 

* Memorize a scripture that inspires them and share it 

in class next week.° 

Applying lessons to real life is a wise and admirable goal, to be 

sure, but because the girls’ meetings are run and taught almost 

exclusively by leaders, there is no opportunity for the young 

women to experience and practice conducting a meeting. The 

quorum meetings are explicitly set up to be run by quorum 

presidencies with lessons as a part of those meetings. Young 

women’s classes are just that—opportunities for adults to 

instruct youth. 

Additionally, adult Aaronic Priesthood advisers are often 

encouraged to have young men teach lessons or parts of 

lessons (see February, for instance, when nearly every young 

men’s lesson includes a suggestion that the young men teach 

a good chunk of the material), but in reviewing more than half 

a year's worth of lessons, | have only run across a handful of 

times when YW leaders are instructed to have a young woman 

formally teach a lesson, and even when that invitation is 

extended, opportunities are to teach merely a small portion of 

the lessons.° It is good the girls are getting some opportunities 

to teach; it would be better if they had even more and if YW 

leaders were given some specific suggestions to incorporate 

the youth in the teaching process, particularly since the lessons 

are so much more discussion-focused than lecture-focused. 

In the sections that begin the actual lesson materials, the 

young women teachers are to “Introduce the Doctrine” while 

the priesthood teachers (often the young men themselves) are 

asked to “Begin the Learning Experience.” Again, as with asking 

young women to teach occasionally, identifying their lesson 

material as “doctrine” to be introduced by another female lends 

gravitas to the materials. But the active/passive dichotomy 

remains: The girls are going to be fed and the boys are going to 

feed themselves. 

MODESTY AND CHASTITY: INTERNALIZED OR ON DISPLAY? 

The main discussion points in each lesson are found in a section 

called “Learn Together.” Sometimes the discussion topics are 

word-for-word the same, just substituting gender references. 

This is especially true of lessons dealing with spirituality 

(repentance, atonement, forgiveness, scripture study). 

Sometimes it is possible to make an educated guess about 

whether the lesson originated with the young men’s or young 
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women’s curriculum editors. (The young men’s lessons tend 

to have very specific, concrete, finite examples with hands- 

on approaches to learning, while the young women’s lessons 

tend to have more thought experiments and future-oriented 

discussions.) 

Sometimes, however, the lesson experiences are completely 

different, such as the lessons about priesthood scheduled for 

June, or, for example, this lesson from the unit on the Plan 

of Salvation, “Why should | treat my body like a temple?” 

scheduled for use some time in February. (Emphasis mine to 

highlight the differences.) 

YOUNG WOMEN’S LESSON 

| Show a picture of a temple. Ask the young women why the temple 

| is so beautiful and how our bodies are like temples of God. Invite 

_ them to look for answers to the question “Why should I treat my 

body like a temple?” throughout the lesson. 

ees a on 

Assign each young woman one of the scripture passages in 

this outline. Invite her to study the passage and summarize in a 

sentence what she learns about why our bodies are sacred. Ask 

the young women to think of ways in which Satan tries to deceive 

young women regarding these truths. What can they do to 

support each other as they try to keep their bodies sacred? 

ba ee 

| Write the following questions on the board, and invite each young 

_ woman to choose one that she would like to find an answer to: 

| What are the Lord’s standards concerning modesty? Why is it 

important for me to follow these standards? How does modesty 

affect our attitude toward the law of chastity? Ask the young 

| 

women to use the “Dress and Appearance” section in For the 

| 

} 

Strength of Youth to find answers to the questions they chose. Invite 

them to share what they find. 

Show a picture of a temple, and invite the young men to write 

down words that come to mind as they think of the temple. What 

are the opposites of those words? Ask the young men to share 

_ what they have been asked to do to treat their physical bodies like 

temples of God. 

Assign each young man one of the scripture passages in this 

| outline. Invite the young men to study the passages and summarize 

in a sentence what they learn about why our bodies are sacred. Ask 

them to share what they can do to keep their bodies and minds 

clean. 

Ask the young men to use the “Dress and Appearance” section in 

For the Strength of Youth to answer questions such as “What are 

the Lord's standards concerning modesty?” “Why is it important to 

follow these standards?” and “How does our modesty show respect 

for the sacredness of our bodies?” 
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Big deal or not? Mere semantics or significant difference? Do 

semantics even matter? In the first example, the YW teacher 

points out the beauty of a temple and sets a tone for the 

lesson: How are our bodies like temples and why should we 

treat them like temples? In the YM lesson, the boys’ attention 

is focused on self-discovery (what is important to the young 

men about temples, not what someone else thinks of temples, 

i.e., their beauty). The boys are led to more self-discovery and 

autonomy about opposites of the terms they've come up with. 

Then, a concrete focus on what they should be doing and how 

they should be treating their bodies like temples. The focus for 

young men is not on their bodies’ appearances, but on what 

they internalize about their bodies, opening doors for things 

like exercise, diet, sleep, self-care, and spiritual or educational 

development. The focus for young men is on what they think 

themselves, but the focus for young women is on what others 

think and how they can conform their thoughts and appearance 

to others’ ideas and suggestions. 

Continuing on in the lesson, the girls are specifically asked to 

acknowledge that Satan is deceiving youth today, setting up a 

discussion on the differences between “the world” and “Zion” 

and the very specific dress standards they've been given. Young 

men are specifically admonished to find ways to keep their 

minds clean—opening an avenue for discussion of avoiding 

pornography. Again, we see a difference in focus between 

external (girls) and internal (boys). 

In the third section of the lesson, both groups are specifically 

directed to the same section of For the Strength of Youth. The girls 

are guided to think about why each should personally follow the 

Lord's standard of modesty and to consider how modesty affects 

their attitudes toward the larger subject of chastity. Again these 

are, abstract suggestions and thought experiments on abstract 

ideas (modesty, chastity), particularly when compared with the 

boys’ charge: to discover how modesty shows respect for their 

own bodies. What would it be like to ask the young women to 

be modest as a sign of self-respect (rather than as a way to 

influence their own or other's chastity)? 

It should be pointed out that the standards in For the Strength of 

Youth are very specific for the young women but not so much for 

the young men, and the discussions are sure to be influenced by 

the text the youth read: 

Immodest clothing is any clothing that is tight, sheer, or 

revealing in any other manner. Young women should avoid 

short shorts and short skirts, shirts that do not cover the 

stomach, and clothing that does not cover the shoulders 

or is low-cut in the front or the back. Young men should 

also maintain modesty in their appearance. Young men and 

young women should be neat and clean and avoid being 

extreme or inappropriately casual in clothing, hairstyle, 

and behavior. They should choose appropriately modest 

apparel when participating in sports. The fashions of the 

world will change, but the Lord’s standards will not change.’ 



DUTY VS. PERSONAL PROGRESS 

As helpful as the concrete, here-and-now focus for young 

men seems to be, there is one large flaw: duty. Young men are 

consistently told that spirituality, service, and good works are 

to be done primarily because they hold the priesthood and 

have a duty to serve. Their self-improvement and spiritual 

growth program is called “Duty to God" while the young 

women's equivalent is “Personal Progress.” Young men are 

not necessarily encouraged to study scripture because it will 

benefit them personally; they are encouraged to study because 

it is their duty as priesthood holders, or it is astep on the way to 

missionary service (again, a duty). They are not asked to serve 

others because it is what all good followers of Christ do; they 

are asked to do it because it is a requirement to check off a list, 

the same as any other chore or responsibility. | believe teaching 

young men in this way is missing the opportunity to help them 

develop their own spirituality by boxing up service in “I have to 

get this done” rather than “| can make a difference in the world.” 

YOUNG WOMEN’S LESSON 

Learning about the Apostasy and Restoration can help young 

women value and appreciate the precious truths that God has 

restored in our day. The experiences they have in this unit can 

strengthen their testimony of the Book of Mormon, the mission 

of the Prophet Joseph Smith, and Heavenly Father's love for His _ 

children. 

Find a way to comfort a loved one who is facing a trial by sharing | 

what they learned about adversity. 
| 

Aaronic Priesthood holders have a priesthood duty to share the 

gospel and invite all to come unto Christ. [he experiences they 

have in this unit can help them proclaim the message of the Res- 

toration with clarity and power, both now as Aaronic Priesthood 

holders and in the future as full-time missionaries. 

Lead a discussion about how the quorum can fulfill their 

priesthood duty to help others in their trials. 

It is clear that these new lessons are a leap forward, yet it is 

also clear that they reinforce and reflect the gender-specific 

roles idolized and idealized in LDS culture: Men have a duty to 

preside and lead, women do not. It is hard to come right out 

and say women’s role is to be led, but just as actions can speak 

louder than words, tone can shout as well. We are teaching 

our children that girls should focus on living for the future, 

preparing to become something new and different while always 

considering others, and that boys should focus on doing things 

in the present because they have responsibilities now. We want 

our young men to become leaders and teachers, so we provide 

opportunities for them to lead and teach. We want our young 

women to understand that they are daughters of God, so we 

provide opportunities for them to look to others for guidance 

and direction as a child might. Are these lessons reflective of the 

way we've been taught to think and act, or are they prescriptive, 

defining the ideal way we should think and act? Probably a bit 

of both. 

To the extent that the lessons are merely reflective, current 

youth teachers and leaders have the opportunity to glean 

materials from both sides of the classroom wall and adjust 

the reflection. With online materials easily accessible to both 

young women and young men leaders, it is easy to teach the 

young men to serve for the sake of service and think of others 

more often, or to find opportunities for young women to assert 

themselves or take action. 

If the end goal of these lessons is to raise a new generation of 

committed, righteous leaders with firm testimonies of Jesus 

Christ, we need to find ways to reach each child where she or 

he is, and we need to turn their weaknesses into strengths. As 

young women teachers are advised, “It is important to teach 

the ideal, but with sensitivity to these situations.” Our new 

youth lessons are a step in the right direction, and by knowing 

and understanding the strengths and weaknesses of different 

approaches to the same subjects, teachers and parents can 

make a difference in what their children are learning. 

MORMON WOMEN 
HAVE THEIR SAY: 
ESSAYS FROM THE CLAREMONT 

ORAERISTORY COLLECTION 

Exponent II's own Claudia 

Bushman and Caroline Kline 

have recently published 

an illuminating series of 

personal histories from the ied by 

Claremont Women’s Oral * : cial 

History Project. gO 
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MUFFINS and MIRACLES 
By Linda Hoffman Kimball 

Dy you have one of those friends who is skilled at putting 
on a feast? Not only is she herself an amazing cook, but 

she also knows just who to ask to contribute to the spread? 

Now imagine the table that's filled with scrumptious dishes is 

actually a book filled with essays as delicious and satisfying 

as any meal. That book is Muffins and Miracles, edited by Linda 

Hoffman Kimball, the hostess with the mostest. (Or is that the 

editor who is betterer?) 

Linda has compiled several books that take on themes near and 

dear to the Mormon woman: motherhood, visiting teaching, 

enrichment. But her approach is not the idealized, often- 

simplified take you'd find in the Ensign. Linda 

knows that life is messy, that we saints are 

flawed, that the straight and narrow path is 

often bumpy and jagged, but that LDS women 

do the work regardless. Muffins and Miracles 

addresses these truths by exploring the 

themes of women in leadership and service. 

From the very introduction, Linda establishes 

that leadership and service are “inextricably 

intertwined. Wherever we serve and lead, 

we are sisters and brothers in Christ.” Yet 

while women are spoken of as companions 

and partners in the work of the gospel, it’s 

not always that way in “the real world.” Linda 

acknowledges that many people in and out 

of the Church may ask, “How can women be 

‘companions’ or ‘partners’ if only the males are on the highest 

governing bodies of [the] organization?” The relationship is 

quite complex. 

Several essays explore the complicated relationship between 

men in authority and the women they call to serve. In “Counting 

Sheep,” Nancy Harward shows the harmonious relationship 

between auxiliaries as her bishop serves as cheerleader, 

acknowledging and sustaining her efforts even when she thinks 

they fall short. F.C. Guymon struggles to make peace with a 

call from her bishop in “Words Have Power,” ultimately relying 

on the Lord to guide her answer. We even get glimpses of 

unrighteous dominion. In “Taking Credit,” Susan Young has a 

fireside hijacked by a stake president because he felt it wasn’t 

“appropriate” for women to be in charge. Looking back, she 

offers this wisdom: “Il hope | would make the same choices 

but act from a position of truth and strength rather than as 

someone who has been injured and silenced.” 

Also explored in this volume is the reality that many of our 
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“callings” are not limited to the official ones we get at church. 

Connie Susa tells a beautiful story of volunteering to work at a 

women’s prison in “And | Was in Prison, and You Visited Me.” 

There she uses family home evening lessons as a model to help 

soon-to-be-released prisoners prepare for reintegrating with 

their kids. In “Lifting the Hands that Hang Down,” Connie Susa 

observes that “when members go beyond Church service to 

support civic affairs or to care regularly for an aged neighbor, 

they are maintaining a charitable lifestyle that overflows the 

wide brim of their proffered cup.” The women in this book do 

everything from serving at homeless shelters to working with a 

friend's child who has autism. It seems service is in their blood. 

The theme that most touched me was how 

many LDS women serve and lead without 

fanfare or asking for anything in return. And 

because Muffins and Miracles is not limited 

to one area of our faith, we are blessed to 

read about miracles regarding Young Women 

Camp, preparing the dead, teaching seminary, 

making a parade float, and serving in that 

foreign place Victoria Grover refers to as 

“Relief-Istan.” In one of my favorite pieces, 

Kristine Haglund beautifully shares how she 

has taken up knitting as a means of showing 

her tangible love and support to those around 

her. She believes that “the mere attempt to 

live up to our baptismal covenants has real 

power to bind up our wounds— that ‘having 

our hearts knit together in love’ can begin to heal the ragged 

edges of our variously broken hearts.” 

When | sat down with the book late on a Friday night, my 

intention was to flip through it and sample an essay or two. 

Instead, | devoured it in one sitting, and | know | will return to it 

again and again. Linda sums up the collection as follows: “Their 

words reflect joys and struggles along the journey as well as 

descriptions of what goodness looks like. Each piece has its 

own nugget of wisdom.” Muffins and Miracles will fill our souls 

and remind us that service and leadership are inextricably 

intertwined. Wherever we serve and lead, we are sisters and 

brothers in Christ. 

Go back for seconds. 

And when you're ready for your next course, Linda's book 

on visiting teaching, Raspberries and Relevance, has just been 

reissued with many lovely additions. 



PANTS: STILL SCANDALOUS 

AFTER 150 YEARS 

“It's a disgrace to see females 
dressed in trousers—an offence to 

the very fabric of civilization” 

“T hate all ignorant, overzealous 

nut job feminists equally” 

#11 
« 

Everywhere a woman goes, on all 

occasions, under all circumstances, 

without reference to the proprieties 
of time and place, independent of 
the necessities of the case, where 

there is not a reason for it, she is 

marked, labeled and advertised as a 

female human being.” 

| 

COMPILED BY NATALIE PRADO | DESIGNED BY STEFANIE CARSON NICKOLAISEN 

2 f° the mid-19th century, Amelia Bloomer and other 

“FEMINISIM is wrong and crazy. 
Men and women are not equal 

and were not created to be.” 

#3 
“But why should we try to tell the 
women what they should wear— 
especially in these days when they 
EVee oy coystet-mastatar-lol tina coment el 
things that we have heretofore 
been unwilling to let them try?” 2012. 

#9 

“That is always the peril of the 
mannish girl... As she mingles 
with the world, she feeds a kind 
of vanity by being mannish.... 

[Men] rarely marry her.” 

#4 
“Gf you wear pants to church guys 
can mistake you for a dood and 

then you'll never be asked out which 
means you'll never get married 

which means you'll never have kids 

and could be doomed to singles 
wards for the rest of your life.” 
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#10 #9 
“It is in very bad taste, even for 

a frolic, for a young woman 
to assume boy’s clothes, or get 

herself up in a way that will tend 
to make herself look masculine” 

“T like wearing skirts and dresses. 
I don't want to be like a man. I am 

a woman and I like it.” 

women's rights activists championed “rational dress,” 

or the rights of women to wear less restrictive, painful 

clothing than the traditional corsets and hoop skirts of 

that era. Society was scandalized by the sight of women in 

pants, and vilified and shamed the women who wore them. 

Luckily, times have changed since then... or have they? 

Read the quotes below to see if you can identify which 

quotes are regarding the rational dress movement of the 

19th century, and which are public posts 

about women wearing pants to 

sacrament meeting in December of 

#6 
“T really hope everyone 

participating in this is old and 
married because if your young 
and single wearing pantsuits/ 
dress pants will send us guys 

running the other way they just 
arent attractive...” 

#7 

“In the education of our girls, 
the attempt to hide or overcome 
nature by training them as boys 
has almost extinguished them as 

girls” 

os) 

“Feminism isn't about femininity. 
It’s about masculinizing women.” 
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“SABBATH PASTORALS 

DISSONANT CHORDS IN THE 
” Song of Redeeming aaa 

The following talk was delivered in the Inner Harbor Ward in Baltimore, Maryland, in December of 

2012. The topic was Elder Quentin L. Cook’s October 2012 General Conference address entitled, “Can 

Ye Feel So Now?” By Aimee Evans Hickman | Baltimore, Maryland 

he title of Elder Cook's talk, “Can Ye Feel So Now?,” is 

a question that comes from the following scripture in 

Alma 5:26: 

“And now behold, | say unto you, my brethren [and sisters], if ye have 

experienced a change of heart, and if ye have felt to sing the song of 

redeeming love, | would ask, can ye feel so now?” 

This scripture speaks directly to my soul. | am a questioner, a 

seeker, and a contrarian by nature. | always prefer a thought- 

provoking question over a command when taking stock of my 

spiritual welfare, and Alma’s question cuts right to the quick. 

What is especially striking about this scripture is the nature of 

the question itself. As the mother of young children, | spend a 

lot of time trying to teach my daughter and sons the difference 

between “May 1?” or “Can1|?” Here’s asomewhat crass example: 

“Mom, can | go to the bathroom?” 

“Il don't know. Can you?” 

“Sorry, mom. | mean may |? 

“Yes, you may.” 

The point is that when you use the word “can” you are asking 

about someone's ability—about whether such a thing is literally 

possible. When you use the word “may,” you are asking about 

willingness. “May” infers a choice, where “can” suggests 

external limitations. If we read the words of this scripture 

closely, we discover whether Alma is asking us if we are willing 

or if we are able to “sing the song of redeeming love.” 

“If ye have experienced a change of heart, and if ye have felt to sing 

the song of redeeming love, | would ask, can ye feel so now?” 

This scripture is a genuine question about ability. Can you sing 

this song? Implicit in the question is the possibility that perhaps 

we can’t. Unlike so many “questions” we can self-righteously 

pose to each other, Alma’s question is not a chastisement, or 

even a call to do better than we're doing; rather, it’s a genuine 

question about what we're capable of feeling and doing in the 

face of life’s sometimes stark realities. 
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Elder Cook's talk touches on a litany of the many life challenges 

that affect our ability to sing the song of redeeming love: 

substance addiction, domestic violence, and neglect which 

harm our homes. Political divisiveness and heated rhetoric 

which create schisms in the body of Christ. Saturation in 

media that glorifies violence, commercial materialism, and 

objectification of women, distorting our understanding of 

what makes for a safe, rich, and healthy life. He touches on 

how some of us have been challenged by discoveries in our 

Church's history and the devastation of losing someone we 

love to death unexpectedly. Every one of us in this room has a 

story of personal pain that would stop our hearts. In the face of 

life’s tragedies, life’s wounds and disappointments, how can we 

sing that song of redeeming love? How do we feed or ignite the 

flame at the source of our faith when there is so much hurt in 

life that can put it out? 

| think one mistake we make when trying to press on in our 

faith is to conflate spiritual progression with regression back 

to a more innocent state. Too often we read words like Alma’s 

and think that the way to move forward with our faith is to 

artificially force ourselves to go backward, to try to regain the 

point of view we had at our baptism, mission, or childhood. 

But progression is not a circle. While the experiences and 

feelings that led to our initial spiritual conversion are precious 

and important milestones in our personal narratives, they are 

difficult to recreate in the face of new experiences and hard 

questions. Returning to our spiritual infancy and relying solely 

on those sweet but immature ways of thinking may not always 

see us through new experiences or questions. Elder Cook 

counsels that “spiritual maturity must flourish in our homes.” 

| believe that understanding that a rich spiritual life is one that 

evolves, deepens, and changes in sometimes unexpected ways 

is essential to developing the kind of spiritual maturity that will 

facilitate true eternal progression. 

| was reminded of this Friday afternoon when we took our 

children to the Walters Art Museum here in Baltimore. In the 

staircase is a huge ceramic relief of Adam and Eve. While 

standing in front of this artwork, we reviewed the Bible story 

once again. Being the wonderfully observant and questioning 

boy he is, our son Zeke asked why Adam and Eve were holding 

fig leaves to cover their bodies. We recalled how partaking 



of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge “opened the eyes” of 

Adam and Eve. Until they partook of the fruit, their lives had 

been protected, innocent—they were so blissfully unaware of 

discomfort, of danger, of their own bodies that they were only 

aware of their nakedness in the moments after they ate the 

fruit. 

And how did Adam and Eve respond when they saw themselves 

for the first time? They hid. They tried to clothe themselves in 

whatever they could find. They were ashamed. In the moment 

their eyes were opened, it’s as though they were trying 

desperately to close them again. Without even knowing all that 

life outside the Garden would entail, they instinctively feared 

the new knowledge they'd gained. They yearned for the familiar, 

no matter that it was stunting to their spiritual development. For 

many readers of this text over millennia, emphasis on a return 

to an Edenic state of innocence has been a goal of their faith. 

Yet as Latter-day Saints, we are blessed with teachings which 

praise the “fall” of Adam and Eve. Our teachings on the Plan 

of Salvation—of our choice to come into this world in the first 

place and to be free to choose for ourselves while we're here— 

are at the very center of our doctrine. Ours is a faith which 

challenges us to progress with eyes wide open, and to develop 

and mature in a world we were never expecting to be Edenic. 

Though we may yearn to return to the state of innocence we 

felt at our baptism or to recreate other singular moments of 

spiritual conversion, it seems those early experiences are 

meant to fortify and carry us through a maturing faith—to act 

as a chorus in our song of redeeming love. But the song doesn’t 

stop just because the chorus ends. 

And so we return to Alma’s question: 

“My brethren and sisters, if ye have experienced a change of heart, 

and if ye have felt to sing the song of redeeming love, | would ask, 

can ye feel so now?” 

Can you? Can |? 

There have been times in my own life when | have struggled 

to believe | could sing when the spiritual going got rough. A 

particular experience several years ago threatened my hope 

that | might ever sing again. It happened while | was listening 

to a report on the BBC about atrocities being committed 

against women and children in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo (the disturbing details of which I'll spare you). Suddenly, 

unexpectedly, and almost violently, | felt a dark rage overcome 

me as | have never felt before. The full weight of this horror hit 

me, and | could not comprehend that people could do this to 

each other and that God /ets them. In an instant, | thoroughly 

doubted the existence of a loving God. And if God does exist, 

| thought, He must have fled this earth—or at least | hoped He 

had. What else could explain such callousness and neglect? The 

feeling was so abrupt, so unexpected, | felt like something had 

been severed. My relationship with God had changed and could 

never be the same. | mourned its loss. But rather than deny my 

doubts, and my anger, | worked through them. Over a period 

of time, | followed my feelings, my thoughts, straight through 

everything | knew, every good feeling and every desperate one, 

and revelation came. After prayerful, doubtful, desperate work, 

my soul was filled as | experienced the weeping God in Moses 

chapter 7, the God who looks on helplessly, heartbrokenly as 

His children, the “workmanship of mine own hands,” destroy 

one another. Where | had felt rage before | now felt an aching 

sympathy, and a yearning to comfort a God who has felt 

abandoned by us—a recommitment to being my Heavenly 

Parents’ hands in this world of so much hurt. My eyes were 

opened. My rendition of the song of redeeming love was now 

permanently altered with some dissonant chords and a few 

more flats and sharps, but also more Hallelujah jubilation too. 

This is where the Atonement is essential—having the freedom 

to know that we are not bound by our doubts or experiences but 

can work through them and develop even deeper faith. Faith is 

about experimentation, about leaving the familiar and stepping 

into the dark. As one theologian has said, “The opposite of faith 

is not doubt, but certainty.” The Atonement promises that even 

when we take a bad step or ask a question that plunges us into 

darkness, we don't have to stay there. But taking no steps at 

all—we may just as well have stayed in the Garden, as static as 

that ceramic relief in the museum. 

Such, it seems, was the discovery of our own Church’s founder. 

While imprisoned in the aptly named Liberty Jail, the Prophet 

Joseph Smith was taught through revelation that all experiences, 

be they joyful or painful, “shall give thee experience which shall 

be for thy good.” The implication was not that God was “giving” 

Joseph these experiences but rather that Joseph would not be 

crushed by the hard realities of being alive—that even in dire 

circumstances, Joseph would be able to find ways to continue 

to progress and be fortified by God. Later canonized as D&C 

121:7-8, | believe this is an example meant for all of us. 

| also believe that much of what we will experience in this life 

has nothing to do with God—! believe in a God who respects 

our individual agency and natural processes and weeps in 

response to the hurt we feel and harm we do to ourselves and 

others through actions that leave us physically, emotionally, 

and spiritually wounded. But as much as | believe in a God who 

can't or doesn’t interfere with life events, | also believe in a God 

who desires to love and comfort us through it all. | believe in a 

God who has mercy for each and every one of us, even when it’s 

impossible for us to sing. 

In the end, | believe the song of redeeming love will sound 

remarkably different than we might imagine. The song is not 

about perfect knowledge or perfect faith or doctrinal certainty 

but a hymn of redemption, freedom, mystery, and most of all, 

God's mercy, compassion, and love. | believe that each one of 

us has a unique voice to contribute to this choir, with hymns of 

salvation all our own. | pray that as a religious community we 

may do all we can to lift and strengthen one another in joining 

the chorus while showing compassion and patience to one 

another when we simply can't. 

To hear this hymn is my earnest prayer, in the name of Jesus 

Christ. Amen. 
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In this installment of Exponent Generations, we share the thoughts of women who have found scriptural 

inspiration for their efforts to promote justice and equality. From the Woman's Exponent in 1889, a 

Relief Society sister rebuts the apostle Paul's gendered rhetoric (and her contemporaries who espouse 

it) with counter-examples of powerful scriptural women. In an Exponent II article from 1984 , Dr. 

Laurel Thatcher Ulrich turns to the words of Jesus to respond to the “numbers game” in Church culture. 

And from The Exponent blog in 2007 immigration attorney Rebecca van Uitert reminds us that Jesus, 

too, was an immigrant. 
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THE WOMAN'S EXPONENT 

JUNE 1, 1889 | VOL. 18 NO. 1 

WOMAN'S INFLUENCE | BY AUTHOR UNKNOWN 

EDITOR EXPONENT: 

The Relief Society of Manti North Ward is still alive and 

striving, with unabated energy, to do all the good that lies 

in their power. Our President, Sister Wareham, said to me, 

“Write,” and | will endeavor to acquiesce to her wishes. 

The pen wielded by a competent hand is “mightier than the 

sword,” but in my feeble grasp, and with my crude ideas may 

not amount to much more than a last year’s bird’s nest. 

| am—as | think all women should be—much interested in 

the question of Woman's emancipation. How slow men are 

to concede any rights to women except the right to bear 

children, to wash dishes, patch, darn, mend, &c. O, | have 

served my time at these glorious occupations, and know 

whereof | speak. 

It is customary for “the lords of creation” in an argument 

with women, to quote Paul rather extensively. Paul says, “it 

is a shame” &c. Yes, | know it is a shame, and we feel the 

shamefulness of our position as relegated to us by the men, 

and ashamed of our backwardness in asserting the privileges 

God intended us to enjoy. 

| am aware that “Paul” says a great many good things, and 

now let us ask, Who was Paul? In the first place Paul was a 

Roman, second an educated lawyer, third he was a bachelor 

as we learn from reading, Ist Cor., 7th Chap. 7th and 8th 

verses, fourth he tells us in his defence before Agrippa 

that he was “raised a Pharisee” in the strictest sense of the 

word, and last we know, he did not enjoy that constant and 

elevating association with Jesus, which the other apostles 

were privileged to enjoy, and which might have softened or 
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slightly ameliorated his view toward women. Men also quote 

Peter where he says, “Wives obey your husbands even as 

Sarah obeyed Abraham.” How did Sarah obey Abraham? 

We read that Sarah wanted Abraham to do something that 

was “very grievous” to him, and God said unto him, “In all 

that Sarah hath said unto thee, hearken unto her voice,” and 

Abraham did accordingly; comment is unnecessary. We will 

pass by many of the generous, forgiving brotherly sayings to 

Jesus to the women, mentioning only two. When He tarried 

at the house of Mary and Martha (| am only a Martha but 

am endeavoring to prepare myself to fill the sphere of a 

Mary), Martha being relegated to the kitchen, with a heavy 

task before her as Jesus seldom traveled alone, and in all 

probability the company to be entertained was a large one, 

and doubtless a hungry one, and Martha being “cumbered 

with much serving” asked Jesus to assist her. And Jesus 

answered, “Martha, Martha, thou art careful and troubled 

about many things. But one thing is needful Mary hath 

chosen the better part and it shall not be taken away from 

her.” Why was Mary's presence so desirable in the parlor? 

Her vivacity, her sallies of with, her buoyant spirits, her 

gaiety, her sprightliness, her dignified demeanor, the depths 

of her reasoning powers, all lent a charm, when mingled with 

the more sober aspect of those devout men, that they were 

loathe to dispense with; in fact she was the light and life of 

that august company. 

I am—as I think all women should 
be—much interested in the question of 
Woman's emancipation. How slow men 

are to concede any rights to women 
except the right to bear children, to 
wash dishes, patch, darn, mend, &c. 



“White Apple Gatherer” by Rose Datoc Dall, Ashburn, Virginia 

Follow Him to the cross, and were not some of his latest 

expressions of thoughtful tenderness, addressed to women? 

Again, at the tomb, on the morn of His resurrection. Who was 

the first person addressed by Him. A woman. Who received 

the first mission to “Tell the glad tidings.” A woman! | expect 

in these last days to again hear of Women being sent to “tell 

the glad tidings,” when He comes again. 

And let the women prepare themselves for this glorious call, 

it will surely come when Jesus does. And may it be my happy 

lot to be found with my lamp trimmed and burning is the 

prayer of a woman who is still in her, A.B.C’s March 18th, 

1889. 
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FALL 1984 | VOL. 11 NO. 1 

NUMBERS | BY LAUREL THATCHER ULRICH 

This spring the governor of New Hampshire told a faculty 

group at the state university where | teach that improvement 

in salaries depended upon improvement in productivity. It 

wasn't hard to imagine what he meant. In fact, the political 

science department recently circulated a chart tabulating 

the achievements of all their faculty members this year. 

The chart lists each person’s name, salary, number of 

students, number of publications, number of committees 

served on, number of grants received, and money value of 

grants received. Not surprisingly, in this election year, the 

department member whose specialty is political polls came 

out on top in the number of publications. Some members of 

the department think he may have originated the chart. 

Itis relatively easy to measure productivity in a manufacturing 

plant, but how does one measure productivity in a university? 

What is our product? Some people think it is trained workers. 

Most of our students would probably agree; they are rather 

baffled by people like my officemate who thinks his job is 

to build character. They can't understand why they should 

spend time reading Aristotle because they see no obvious 

practical application to their future work. Bureaucrats also 

like the trained worker argument. It is obviously much 

easier to count the number of engineers graduated from the 

university each year than the number of “just men.”... 

The governor's statement has had a sobering effect on me 

this week as | have been writing my annual faculty report. 

If counting students and publications is an inadequate 

measure of productivity, what can | offer in its place? As | 

thought about this, | realized that despites its commitment 

to the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Church is caught in much 

the same trap. A few weeks ago | received a letter from a 

young missionary serving in one of the least “productive” 

areas of the Church. She wrote, 

In a lot of ways I’m really glad I’m in a slow area (three 

baptisms last month for ninety missionaries). We get 

to try any approach that we can think of, we work a lot 

with the members and inactives, and we're basically 

given as much freedom as we take. But the fact remains 

that one’s peers and leaders tend to judge one’s worth 

in terms of baptisms... 

The Church, too, has its market experts. Baptisms can be 

counted. The growing maturity of its sisters and elders cannot. 

| have also been filling out my end-of-the-year report as an 

early morning seminary teacher. The printed form calls for 

number of students enrolled, number of students completing 
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all workbooks, number of students who read the entire Old 

Testament, number of students who read the assigned 

portions of the Old Testament, and number of students who 

mastered all 40 scripture passages. A separate form asks 

for the names of students who qualified for the “ALACAD"” 

(At Least A Chapter A Day) program, and students were 

asked to compute the numbers of consecutive days on 

which they qualified. | realize that reports are necessary, 

and | recognize the virtue of inculcating the habit of regular 

scripture reading, but | have been troubled this year at the 

long-term implications of this approach. Some students read 

scriptures in the same mechanical way that some Catholics 

must count rosary beads. They tromp through Leviticus as 

easily as through Psalms—amassing words without enlarging 

spiritual awareness, seemingly uninterested in the deeper 

questions that any serious reading of the Old Testament 

inevitably raises. 

It is clearly much easier to determine 

how many people did endowments in 

a given month than to evaluate the 

depth of Christian commitment among 

temple goers. 

Maybe | am asking too much of 15-year-old seminary 

students or 19-year-old missionaries. Certainly there is a 

place for straight-forward, easily defined objectives in the 

Church as in any educational institution. Unfortunately 

ALACADs and zone leaders often grow up to be Mutual 

presidents and stake presidents with no apparent growth 

in spirituality. On the superficial level, the Church lends 

itself to the kind of trained worker mentality that so limits 

the mission of a university. The objective of the Church as 

sometimes defined is to produce people who graduate from 

seminary, go on missions (if they are male), marry in the 

temple, have children, pay tithing, accept Church callings, 

see their children graduate from seminary, go on missions, 

marry in the temple, pay tithing, accept Church callings, and 

So on. 

Assembly-line Mormonism is pretty impressive, but it is hard 

on those who fall off the conveyor belt at some point. It is 

also fraught with spiritual danger. Most of the standards by 

which we determine worthiness measure external conformity 

rather than internal growth; they define “productivity” in the 

most narrow terms. It is clearly much easier to determine 

how many people did endowments in a given month than to 

evaluate the depth of Christian commitment among temple 

goers. 
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lronically, as | have struggled this year to consider my secular 

teaching in spiritual terms, the seminary supervisor in my 

stake has been trying to persuade me to see my Church 

teaching in secular terms.... In a recent faculty meeting, he 

justified giving ABC report cards to seminary students on 

the grounds that even in the temple we have to take tests to 

prove what we have learned. It’s bad enough to see students 

scrambling for A’s so that they can get into medical school 

or a job with IBM. | absolutely refuse to encourage that sort 

of scrambling toward the celestial kingdom. 

A serious reading of the scriptures undermines quantitative 

measures whether applied in or out of the Church. Many of 

the Pharisees must have been ALACAD, yet they had little 

understanding of what they had read. Ironically, Jesus's 

scathing denunciation “Search the scriptures; for in them 

ye think ye have eternal life” Gohn 5:39) has been used as 

a proof test for daily scripture reading! The Pharisees had 

been searching the scriptures but in a legalistic and literal 

rather than spiritually sensitive way. Obviously the quantity 

of their Bible reading was no measure of the quality of their 

religious lives. 

The Pharisees were also devoted missionaries, as Jesus 

acknowledged when he said, “Woe unto you, scribes and 

Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make 

one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make him twofold 

more the child of hell than yourselves” (Matthew 23:15). 

Such zeal would probably produce spectacular statistics on 

most mission monthly reports. It wasn't the quantity of their 

commitment that concerned Jesus, however, but the quality. 

There is no more vivid denunciation of the quantitative 

fallacy anywhere in the scriptures than in Micah 6:6-8: 

Wherewith shall | come before the Lord, and bow 

myself before the high God? shall | come before him 

with burnt offerings, with calves of a year old? Will the 

Lord be pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten 

thousands of rivers of oil? shall | give my firstborn for 

my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my 

soul? 

He hath shewed thee, O man, what is good; and what 

doth the Lord require of thee, but to do justly, and to 

love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God? 

To do justly? To love mercy? To walk humbly? How shall we 

fit that sort of measure on an annual report? Micah 6:6-8 

was not on our list of scripture master passages this year. It 

should have been. 
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JESUS CHRIST WAS AN IMMIGRANT | BY REBECCA van UITERT 

Following the appearance of the Wise Men in Israel, King 

Herod decreed that all male children under the age of two 

must be killed. Prior to this directive, Jesus’ adoptive father, 

Joseph, had been warned by an angel to flee Israel with Mary 

and the young boy Jesus. The Holy Family thus became 

immigrants, walking southward through the rocky terrain 

of Palestine until they reached the land of Egypt. While the 

scriptural canon provides no concrete details regarding the 

journey or the family’s stay in this foreign land, one can 

imagine the privation, hardship, and uncertainty that must 

have accompanied such an undertaking. Mary, herself 

still an adolescent, and Joseph, her young husband, likely 

sorrowed over the extended separation from their families, 

friends, and familiar food and customs. As they appear to 

have left Israel with little notice, they were probably unable 

to make plans for earning a livelihood, obtaining housing, 

or other necessities of life. | like to imagine our Heavenly 

Parents guiding Mary and Joseph through the Holy Spirit, 

illuminating their minds as to where they could safely camp 

for the night, how to make their limited rations stretch until 

Joseph could begin his own planting or start working for 
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“Young Son of Man and Mother” by Rose Datoc Dall, Ashburn, Virginia 

another household, and whom they should approach for 

assistance in the interim. 

Although it is not known how long the young family remained 

in Egypt, it is reasonable to conjecture that Jesus’ childhood 

experience as a refugee in a foreign land informed his great 

sermon on charity: 

“For | was an hungered, and ye gave me meat: | was thirsty, 

and ye gave me drink: | was a stranger, and ye took me in.... 

Then shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, when saw 

we thee an hungered, and fed thee? or thirsty, and gave thee 

drink? When saw we thee a stranger, and took thee in?... 

Verily | say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one 

of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.” 

(St. Matthew 25: 35-40) 

It is my belief that, like the Holy Family, God at times 

inspires women and men to migrate to other nations so that 

they might fulfill God's purposes in those lands. With anti- 

immigrant sentiment in the U.S. at an all-time high, perhaps 

as we approach this Christmas season we might all take a 

moment or two to reflect on the experience of not only the 

Baby Jesus, but the Immigrant Jesus, as well. 
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